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« EBACE 2018 was
reinvigorated by the
increasing interest
in business aviation
throughout Europe. The
event hosted 54 static
display aircraft and 418
exhibitors from more
than 100 countries.
It drew an estimated
13,000-plus attendees.

DAVID McINTOSH

VIP treatment
Idair expands to VIP
cabin systems› page 16

New Globals take home the gold

Politics to interfere with
UK aviation?› page 36

Destination Europe

by James Wynbrandt
Bombardier marked the rebranding and
expansion of its Global family at EBACE
2018 with a letter of intent (LOI) from
Hong Kong’s HK Bellawings Jet for the
sale of up to 18 ultra-long-range Global
6500s and 7500s worth a total of $1.136
billion at list prices.
The LOI, announced late Tuesday, represents a firm order for eight (four each
for the 6500 and 7500) and 10 options
(six 6500s and four 7500s). No details on
delivery schedules were announced. The
renamed Global 7500 (née 7000) will enter
service later this year, and the new Global
6500 is expected to enter service in 2019.
“We’re thrilled with the tremendous
response we have received since launching our newest Global aircraft just days
ago,” said Peter Likoray, senior vice president of worldwide sales and marketing
for Bombardier Business Aircraft (Booth
Z125, SD22). “Our leading Global aircraft
will contribute to the continued success
of HK Bellawings Jet and its operations
in the region.”

Brexit burdens

According to HK Bellawings president
Zhang Yijia, “The two models align with HK
Bellawings’ rapid development to be a onestop business aviation solution, empowering
us to reach higher and further in the long run.”
With a range of 6,600 nm, the Global 6500

can connect Hong Kong or Singapore with
London. The 7,700 nm range of the Global
7500 can link Hong Kong to New York, and
Singapore to San Francisco. The 6500 and
7500 are priced at $56 million and $72 million, respectively.
n

EBAA on verge of selecting
its first secretary general

Customer service 101
Bombardier boosts
support› page 30

New gear
Piaggio upgrades
Avanti I and II› page 12

Drive safely

by Ian Sheppard
EBAA (Booth B17) will appoint its first secretary general just after EBACE ends, effectively
replacing former CEO Brandon Mitchener,
who departed in March. “Last week we did
two days of interviews with a great line-up of
candidates. I am confident we will have the
secretary general—which is the new title—
by the end of the second quarter,” said EBAA

Avinode sees Euro bizav
growth› page 26

chairman Juergen Wiese, who also runs
BMW’s corporate flight department.
Wiese put EBAA’s current state of
change in a positive light, saying it has
brought the board closer to the secretariat. “That’s good. We want to have the
board more involved in the future.” He said
continues on page 37

Chauffeur security
measures› page 35

Boosting biofuels
Gulfstream yearns for
more biofuel› page 9
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With the first five Pilatus PC-24 light jets
already in service, the Swiss manufacturer
is on target to deliver 23 to 24 this year, 40
next year, and then 50 per year. “We have
a full order book,” Pilatus chairman Oscar
Schwenk told AIN on Wednesday.
In 2014, Pilatus Aircraft (Booth L115,
SD2) took orders for 84 PC-24s, which
took production through mid-2020, and
then the company closed the order book.
Pilatus is now learning more about how the
PC-24 performs in the field, how well the
production line is gaining efficiency, and
what improvements can be made to the jet.
Next year, Pilatus will resume taking
orders, likely at a price higher than the current $8.9 million, but also with additional
features and improvements, Schwenk
explained. “Pilatus always improves,” he
said. “There are a lot of possibilities.”
The first production PC-24, delivered
to fractional-share operator PlaneSense in
February, logged 180 hours in the first three
weeks of service and now has 300 hours.
Five of the jets have been delivered so far.

Pilatus chairman Oscar Schwenk says Pilatus is ramping up PC-24 production.
Pilatus’s 24/7 product support teams in
the U.S. and Switzerland are up and running, with field service engineers and technicians trained and ready. But so far there
have been no problems with those flying
in the field, Schwenk said.
Next up for Pilatus is proving the roughfield capability of the PC-24. While certification isn’t technically required for that,
government operators prefer some kind
of approval, Schwenk explained. Pilatus is
testing operations on dirt and grass airstrips
in combination with steep approaches.
For operators, rough-field operations

will make available 20,000 additional nonpaved airstrips around the world, making
it easier to fly closer to the intended destination. The steep approach and roughfield testing should be done by year-end,
with approval in early 2019.
Having obtained EASA and then, within
one hour, FAA type certification in December—the first time in history, according
to Schwenk—Pilatus will next obtain type
approval in countries with the largest
numbers of orders, such as Canada and
Australia, followed by countries in the
Middle East and Asia.
n
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Belgian airport to
build first FBO

Reporters honored with Sapphire Pegasus Award

Chad Trautvetter, press room editor for AIN’s EBACE Convention News and AIN Publications
news editor, and GearUp TV CEO Liz Moscrop are this year’s winners of the Sapphire Pegasus Business Aviation Award in the Business Aviation Journalist/Topic Coverage category.
Trautvetter’s extraordinary dedication to delivering the latest news and analysis to AIN
readers is well recognized and appreciated by the business aviation industry, and the award
underscores his enormous contributions. “The increased interest in the Sapphire Pegasus
Award shows that the recognition of outstanding performances is widely appreciated and
recognized by the international business aviation community,” said Antonia Lukacinova,
founder of the awards and CEO of Media Tribune. Bud Slabbaert, chariman of the Caribbean
Aviation Meetup, announced the winners.
M.T.
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North Sea Aviation Center (NCAS,
Booth J35), a privately-owned services
provider, is constructing an FBO at Belgium’s Ostend-Bruges International
Airport (EBOS), which operates 24/7
and features a 3,200-m/10,500-foot
main runway. It will be the first FBO
at the airport, as private aircraft there
have thus far been processed through
the airline terminal. The company is
about to unveil a 3,000-sq-m/32,300sq-ft heated hangar that can accommodate ultra-long-range business jets.
When completed next March, the
€2.5 million ($2.9 million) facility, will
feature a three-story 900-sq-m/9,690sq-ft terminal, with in-house customs
and border control, a VIP lounge, concierge service, pilots lounge with four
snooze rooms and shower facilities, a
20-seat conference room, office space
for tenants, and a rooftop bar/terrace
offering views of the airport.
An upscale restaurant next door
can provide catering from its industrial-grade kitchen. According to the
company, EBOS is a 15-minute flight
to London, making it an affordable
alternate for aircraft parking.
C.E.
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Introducing HondaJet Elite
Redefining the light jet class with superior performance
born from aerodynamic breakthroughs.
With HondaJet Elite, Honda Aircraft Company designed an aircraft with the betterment of
humankind in mind. The advanced innovations were created to improve lives and the world.
That’s why the HondaJet Elite not only transports passengers further, faster and higher than
any aircraft in its category, but also takes care of the planet while doing so. The HondaJet
Elite is more than just a technologically advanced aircraft – it is the connection to people and
the world around us. Learn more about the innovations at HondaJetElite.com.

© Honda Aircraft Company • 1.336.387.0707 • HondaJetElite.com

By 2030, European air traffic will have more than doubled from the levels measured at the
start of the new millennium. NewPENS is designed to handle the 58,000 expected daily flights.

Next-generation ANSPs
rely on NewPENS network
by Cathy Buyck
After two years of preparations and establishing clear rules, criteria and governance,
Eurocontrol and some 40 air navigation
service providers (ANSPs) signed the
contract to formally launch a next-generation network for air traffic management
(ATM) communications last month. The
New Pan-European Network Service
(NewPENS), will serve as the backbone
for borderless data and voice communications connecting more than 100 locations
across 47 countries in the European and
North Atlantic Region.
In contrast to predecessor PENS,
which was mainly used for communications between Eurocontrol and ANSPs,
the new IP network aims to become the
means of ground-to-ground communication for all connections between a wide
spectrum of ATM stakeholders across the
region. This includes the military, ATM
providers, airports, meteorological services, and aircraft operators.
Already, one airport (Jersey) and one
non-civil stakeholder (Royal Netherlands
Air Force) have signed up to NewPENS.
“Several new partners are knocking at the
door,” boasted Maurice Georges, chairman of the NewPENS top management
board and director of French air navigation service provider DSNA, during the
signing ceremony at Eurocontrol’s headquarters near Brussels airport. Key, he
explained, “was to have enough ANSPs
commit to NewPENS to secure a smooth
transition.” Participation is open to stakeholders from outside Eurocontrol’s 41
member states, with Nav Canada taking
part from the beginning.
NewPENS was not designed specifically
for Europe’s business aviation sector, but
operators will reap the benefits of the network upgrade. “In the face of unstoppable
traffic demand, NewPENS will deliver
a more reliable, safer, and more secure
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way of transferring business-critical data
between all aviation players,” said Eurocontrol director general Eamonn Brennan,
describing the new network as a “milestone” for the intergovernmental body
and all air traffic management players. “We
can’t run the system the way we are doing
now. If we do, we will run into trouble.”

Collaborative Approach to ATM

There were some 27,100 flights on a busy
traffic day in 1999, Eurocontrol research
reveals. This rose to 37,200 per day in
summer 2017 and this is forecast to rise
to 58,000 flights on a busy traffic day in
2030. There will be up to an additional
1,000 flights per day in 2024 compared to
2017 in several European countries such
as France, Germany, Spain, and Turkey.
With some 722,000 flights in 2017,
business aviation accounted for 6.8
percent of all flights in Europe, according to Eurocontrol data. This is a much
lower share of the market than the lowcost and traditional scheduled airlines,

which account for a 30.6 percent and a
52.1 percent share, respectively, but business aviation’s growth rate was higher
at more than 6.2 percent on 2016 (the
highest of all segments), compared to a
just 3 percent year-on-year growth for the
traditional scheduled segment and a 5.8
percent increase for low-cost carriers.
Europe is facing “significant” capacity
challenges in the coming years, Brennan
stressed. The capacity increases resulting
from new technologies delivered by Sesar
joint undertaking (JU) and Sesar deployment manager are quickly absorbed, he
noted, adding that a much more data-centric and collaborative approach to ATM is
vital. “NewPENS will provide solid support to European aviation,” he said.
NewPENS will be built on telecommunications company BT’s IP network with
mission-critical connections running on
a dual-core infrastructure, offering parallel connectivity that is physically and
logically separated to provide the “highest levels” of availability and resilience,
the parties vowed. It will offer different
“tiers” of service, from entry-level to
mid-level, through to demanding highend. Users will be invoiced only for the
services they select.

Satellite-based Navigation and
Augmented Vision Technologies

The European Commission has provided
some funding for the development of
and the transition from PENS, which was
launched in December 2009, to NewPENS.
The migration to the new infrastructure
will take place in clusters between October 2018 and Nov. 30, 2019, the date on
which the current 10-year PENS contract
expires. The PENS ground/ground communications infrastructure was provided
and managed by SITA.
A main feature of NewPENS is that it is
“future-proof and able to support future
ATM applications, particularly for the
system-wide information management
(SWIM) architecture. It will be a key
enabler for deploying services generated
by the Sesar projects,” Georges said.
The Sesar joint undertaking has developed a number of solutions and technologies addressing the business aviation

Though not tailored to general and business aviation, the benefits of NewPENS include many
capabilities that complement their operations, such as improved access to small airports.
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community, in particular improved landing procedures, free routing at high altitudes, and remote tower technologies that
allow service provision to remote airports
and those with low or medium-sized traffic volumes.
Remote towers are springing up across
Europe, with the recent establishment of
a joint venture between Frequentis and
German ANSP DFS for the worldwide
delivery of turnkey remote tower projects evidencing the uptake and potential
of the technology. DFS and Frequentis
are currently setting up a remote tower
center at Leipzig Airport and from the
end of this year DFS air traffic controllers located at this center will control
Saarbrücken International Airport. The
airports in Erfurt and Dresden will follow.
Uptake of satellite-based augmentation
systems (SBAS) precision approaches,
using the European geostationary navigation overlay service (EGNOS), by
European airports and aircraft operators
is also expanding. SBAS is an “obvious
example of a solution that was very much
targeted for the business aviation sector
because we know that operators of business and general aviation aircraft often
fly in and out of airports that don’t necessarily have the infrastructure that the
hub airports have or therefore don’t have
ground-based instrument landing systems available,” David Bowen, Sesar JU
chief of air traffic management, told AIN.
The Sesar-co-funded Augmented
Approaches to Land (AAL) program
moved into the implementation phase
last year, following more than 360 trial
flights, of which half were performed
by Honeywell Aerospace and Dassault
Aviation flight-test aircraft—a Dassault
Falcon 900 and Falcon 7X, respectively.
A majority of NetJets aircraft in Europe
are already equipped with this new technology and it was a NetJets Embraer Phenom 300 that conducted the first SBAS
approach into Germany’s Bremen Airport
last year.
“We continue to work on the topic in
particular by combining SBAS navigation
capabilities with enhanced vision systems
[EVS] and synthetic vision systems [SVS],
which will enable more efficient taxi,
takeoff, and landing operations in low-visibility conditions. This is another solution
that will really benefit the business aviation community,” Bowen asserted.
The AAL2 project, the follow-up of AAL,
consists of a consortium of key aviation
stakeholders including five small/medium
sized airports—Antwerp, Le Bourget, Payerne, Bremen, and Perigueux–EBAA, Flying Group, Airbus, ATR, Dassault Aviation,
Honeywell, and Elbit, as well as several
regulatory bodies, ANSPs, and some European or intergovernmental organizations.
Honeywell is coordinating the AAL2 project, which will run from 2018 to 2020.
EBAA COO Robert Balthus told AIN.
“It’s clear to our members and the business
aviation sector as a whole that the benefits
of the project will ensure better connectivity throughout the European airspace.” n

It’s time.
What are the most precious things in your life?
Your family, your friends, your business? Whatever
they are, the most precious resource that links them
all together is time. That’s why we have launched the
Availability App for our CorporateCare® customers
to put the power of the world’s largest service centre
network at their fingertips. It’s time to protect your
most precious resource. It’s time to consider
CorporateCare®. For more information,
email corporate.care@rolls-royce.com.
The future. Rolls-Royce.

A-Group’s FBO at Moscow’s Sheremetyevo Airport will see heavy business aviation traffic during the course of the FIFA World Cup.

A-Group to show off Moscow FBO upgrade
by Curt Epstein
specifically for business aircraft, that will
allow it to accommodate up to 23 aircraft.
In 2015, the company began offering
VIP aircraft parking right next to its
facility in Terminal A, and since then it
has become highly popular. “VIP parking is an advantage of the business aviation center in Sheremetyevo, favorably

distinguishing us from many other FBOs
in Russia and Europe,” noted Sergei
Ryzhov, the company’s chief commercial officer. “Our passengers can board
the plane or helicopter just a few steps
from the terminal.”
At EBACE, attendees who arrange
meetings with the company’s sales team

CO
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With the FIFA World Cup tournament
scheduled to kick off in Russia soon after
the end of this year’s EBACE show, Russian FBO operator A-Group is on hand in
Geneva to discuss upgrades to its facility
at Moscow’s Sheremetyevo Airport.
In time for the games, the company
has completed a new apron, designed

at its booth (B75) will receive a special
gift: a voucher for VIP parking on the
new apron. “We decided to make a nice
gift for our partners whom we will meet
in Geneva, which will help them enjoy
this advantage,” Ryzhov added.
Moscow’s airports are expected to handle the bulk of the business aviation traffic
for the tournament, which is forecast to
exceed the numbers seen four years ago
when the event was held in Brazil. A-Group
also operates an FBO at St. Petersburg’s
Pulkovo International Airport.
n
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Gulfstream pushing for
wider biofuel access
by Ian Sheppard
Gulfstream (Booth T139, SD28)
continues to adopt the use of biofuels where possible to reduce
its carbon footprint, but laments
the lack of availability around the
world. Derek Zimmerman, president of Gulfstream product support, told AIN that the G600 and
G550 on the static display this week
at EBACE 2018 used a 70/30 percent blend of jet-A and biofuel, but
this was only possible because the
aircraft came directly from its base
in Savannah, Georgia, where Gulfstream has its own tank, supplied
by World Fuel Services (WFS).
Zimmerman said the lack of
airports supplying biofuel was
demonstrated by its own supply
having to come from a refinery
on the U.S. West Coast, meaning
it must be trucked across the U.S.
It comes from Paramount, California-based AltAir Fuels, through a
World Fuel agreement.
Gulfstream flew a Honeywell-owned G450 to EBACE 2011
that marked the first transatlantic
flight by a business jet flying on
biofuel (a 50/50 blend). Honeywell UOP has been at the forefront
of developing biofuels and has
partnered with AltAir to retrofit
an existing refinery to produce it.
“AltAir has worked extensively

with Honeywell’s UOP to demonstrate the commercial viability of
the Honeywell Green Jet and Green
Diesel process,” said the company.
The facility converts non-edible
natural oils and agricultural waste
into approximately 40 million gallons of low-carbon biofuels and
chemicals per year. These advanced
biofuels are drop-in replacements,
requiring no modification to aero
engines or aircraft, added AltAir.
AltAir Fuels created a strategic partnership with World Fuel
Services (and United Airlines) to
offer cost-competitive sustainable biofuels. “[These companies]
agreed to buy 30 million gallons of
low-carbon, renewable jet fuel over
a multi-year period,” said AltAir.
Zimmerman said the supply to
Gulfstream’s tank in Savannah
had allowed it to use the biofuel
blend for its flight test fleet–for
example the G500 and G600–and
its demonstration flights. “In 2015
we signed a three-year agreement
with World Fuel to get 70/30 biofuel,” said Zimmerman.
He added the manufacturer’s
fleet had flown around 500,000
hours using biofuels, which are
to jet-A specification and in fact
“have a slight performance advantage” as they are denser.

WCA announces FlightSafety
training scholarship

“We wanted to hold the infrastructure,” said Zimmerman, “But
there are still supply and demand
challenges. We would like to have
an East Coast refinery” to supply
the factory. At the moment, the
logistics mean the fuel is at approximately “a 50 percent premium” to
jet-A, most of this being accounted
for by shipping. He estimated a 20
percent increase would be down to
just lack of production efficiency,
due to far less being produced than
jet-A at present.
Zimmerman told AIN he would
also like to find refineries in
Europe and Asia and to help its
operators to adopt biofuel, perhaps starting with its own service
facilities around the world. Already,
the company estimates it is cutting
one million pounds of CO2 a year
from its carbon footprint, “on a
full-lifecycle approach.”
He welcomed the industry coalition to adopt sustainable alternative
jet fuel (SAJF), of which it is a part
along with GAMA and other GAMA
member companies (24 in total so
far), IBAC, EBAA, NBAA, and NATA.
Together they have produced a
report, “The Business Aviation
Guide to the use of SAJF,” available
at the booths of many of the participants in the SAJF initiative.
Meanwhile, Shell, which is not
yet part of the SAJF coalition, said
in a statement coinciding with
EBACE, that it had agreed to a
multi-year strategic collaboration
with Skynrg “to advance the use
of sustainable aviation fuel in aviation supply chains.”
n

Women in Corporate Aviation (WCA, Booth G26) announced
a new scholarship through FlightSafety International Paris at
its 25th-anniversary networking breakfast yesterday at EBACE
2018. The scholarship for the Corporate Flight Attendant Initial
Training course includes four days of ground school featuring
cabin trainer evacuation procedures, as well as swimming
pool and fire drills and half a day of culinary training.
Applicants must be flight attendants in a Europeanbased crew and must submit an essay with two letters of
recommendation between June 1 and July 31 to be considered.
The award will be presented at the EBAA European Cabin
Service Conference in Brussels in September. WCA plans
on announcing more scholarship opportunities in June.

Click devises digital networking platform

Dubai-based Click Aviation Network (Booth L89) has introduced
its Omega digital networking platform, which is “designed to offer
aviation players with a mission-critical decision support platform
that will increase operational efficiency on a global scale.”
“Artificial intelligence technology allows Click Omega
to understand the user’s operational and commercial
needs and provide a bespoke solution for each member,”
the company said. “It is always learning and evolving to
adapt to the ever-changing aviation environment.”
The app starts by being loaded with up-to-date information
regarding permit requirements, fuel and handling rates, and
any other details required in the trip-planning process.

UK caterer rolls out monthly membership plan

London-area business aviation catering provider On Air
Dining has introduced a new subscription membership
service. Horizon by On Air Dining offers benefits aimed
at helping operators and owners get better value.
Included in the plan, which was introduced this week
at EBACE and carries a monthly cost of £198 ($262) plus
VAT, are initial enhancements such as unlimited free delivery
to 12 airports in the London and South of England area, a
10-percent discount on all orders through the company’s On
Air Interiors cabin furnishing division, free tailored culinary
training, and complementary bespoke menu design.
“Horizon was created because we listened to our clients and
wanted to create a compelling suite of services that raises the
experience of using On Air Dining to an even higher level,” said
CEO Daniel Hulme. “We have already removed spurious airport
handling fees, and credit card charges, and offer added value with
our culinary crew training packages, and the launch of Horizon
means that we now offer more benefits to both our operator
and passenger clients, while reducing costs.” The company
(Booth W115) noted the plan can be cancelled at any time.

TAG Farnborough Airport sees 20 percent growth

DAVID McINTOSH

TAG Farnborough Airport (Booth W33) saw 27,000
movements last year, “the most in 10 years,” according
to TAG Farnborough Airport CEO Brandon O’Reilly. “We
were up around 20 percent, in January-to-mid-May
compared to the same period last year,” he told AIN.
Intermittent closures at RAF Northolt, north of Heathrow, has
driven traffic to Farnborough, as have poor slot availability at
London Luton and the effect of Brexit, bringing in “entrepreneurs
looking for opportunities through change,” he said. O’Reilly
believes Farnborough ‘could hit 30,000’ movements this year.
He is “very pleased” that Gulfstream has elected to establish a
new service center at the London-area airport (see page 24). To
make space for the new hangar, O’Reilly said, “We’ll knock down
the big black shed” where Gama Aviation currently maintains
King Airs. “Then Gulfstream will break ground in April 2019 and
complete the facility by July 2020.” Gama recently announced it
would move its maintenance operations to Bournemouth Airport.
Meanwhile, the UK CAA decision on the airspace change
proposal to replace the Class G airspace around Farnborough
with Class D “is expected within days” and could bring significant
operational and environmental benefits, O’Reilly said.

Samad Aerospace hosts VTOL hopeful at EBACE
UK-based startup airframer Samad Aerospace, which
is making its EBACE debut, recently launched its Starling line of vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) aircraft.
At its booth (J100) it is displaying a flying scale prototype of its blended-wing concept, which uses fans
integrated into its fuselage for lift, as well as a pair
of aft tilting fans that provide forward thrust.
“The way that we have overcome the issue of transition is we are separating the entire vertical and horizontal flight,” Samad CEO Seyed Mohseni told AIN.
The company has mapped out its development,

from a UAV version at the end of 2019; to the e-Starling, a larger air-taxi, all-electric version capable of
carrying a pilot and six passengers with a top speed
of 300 mph; to the hybrid Starling Jet, which is anticipated to have a range of up to 1,500 miles with a
pilot and nine passengers. According to Mohseni, the
hybrid variant will be the fastest civilian eVTOL in the
world, with a maximum speed of 460 mph.
Samad looks to fly a 50 percent scale manned demonstrator of the air-taxi version in the first half of 2020, with
the full-size version to come the following year. C.E.
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JSSI expands exclusive marketplace

A gold mine of information

EBACE attendees are able to talk face to face with officials from different aircraft manufacturers. Ever wondered how
that BBJ Max 7 is pieced together or what kind of winglets are available? Just ask one of their representatives!

AMAC wins VVIP 747-8i completion
by James Wynbrandt

10

are “now entering the phase of
Meanwhile, the company is
decision making.”
also seeking at least one more
The company also announced at hangar for its maintenance facilthe show Bombardier has named ity in Bodrum, Turkey, its newest
its Basel location as an authorized location, and will offer a tender
service facility for maintenance for the parcel in early June. The
on the Global Express, Express facility in Bodrum caters to busiXRS, and 5000.
ness aviation customers in the
AMAC has also been active on the summer and in the winter comSTC front. In March it received an mercial customers, when their
EASA STC for installation of JetWave fleets are in lower demand.
Ka-band antennas on A318/A319/
AMAC is also Middle East distribA320/A321 bizliners, joining STCs for utor for Pilatus and has two PC-24s
satcom solutions covering the A330- on order. According to Muhiddin,
200 and A340-600 received in the both are already sold even though
second half of last year.
they will not arrive until the third
With the rise in demand for its quarter of next year. “We took the
completions and MRO services, decision to take the last two” of the
AMAC is negotiating with Basel currently available production slots,
airport authorities to begin build- Muhiddin said, citing a desire to
ing a fifth hangar “by the end of minimize any kinks in production
this year,” Muhiddin said, and that can affect new platforms early
another two years hence.
in production.
n

AMAC CEO Kadri
Muhiddin says that
the company’s
second 787-8i
completion will have
a unique design.
AMAC is negotiating
with Basel airport
authorities to build a
fifth hangar.

DAVID McINTOSH

Completions and MRO specialist
AMAC Aerospace (L115) announced
highlights of a busy past year,
including a completion contract
for a head-of-state 747-8i, the redelivery of a Boeing 777-200LR, and
preparation for the induction of
an ACJ320neo, which will be the
first completion performed on the
next-generation bizliner.
The 747-8i was inducted in
AMAC’s Basel completion center in February for the 20-month
project, the company’s second
747-8i completion, and will feature “a unique design,” said
AMAC CEO Kadri Muhiddin at
EBACE 2018. Company engineers
will install an overhead Aeroloft
in the widebody for the undisclosed repeat customer.
The B777, redelivered in the second quarter of last year, was the
company’s third green completion
on the platform and incorporated
a 64-inch HD monitor among the
cabin appointments.
Meanwhile, the design phase for
the ACJ320 completion for launch
customer Acropolis Aviation is
complete, as is more than half the
engineering work, while construction of cabinets and furniture has
commenced. Redelivery is scheduled for the fourth quarter of 2019.
With the BBJ Max preparing to
launch, Bernd Schramm, AMAC
Group COO, said the company is
“in dialog” with five purchasers of
Boeing’s next-gen offering, who
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Global aircraft maintenance program provider JSSI has
launched a new marketplace for its customers, offering
preferred discounts and special offers from its own
services, as well as from its affiliates and select vendors,
the company announced Monday at EBACE 2018. With
nearly 2,000 clients on its programs, representing a
significant portion of the business aviation market, the
company looks to provide them with additional benefits.
“The idea is to enhance value for our customers and to provide an
exclusive channel for suppliers, our vendors, to offer their services
as well,” said president and CEO Neil Book. “Every month when
our customers come to report flight hours and cycles, they come
to the MyJSSI portal. Starting today through the portal, you will
be able to access an entirely new suite of products and services.”
Among the first offerings are products within the JSSI
family (Booth A89), including its newly-acquired Conklin &
de Decker, JSSI Parts, Jet Engine Leasing, and appraisals and
inspections through JSSI Advisory Services. Book noted the
marketplace will be expanded to other third-party providers
involving insurance and security services, offering benefits such
as special pricing on specific travel location assessments.
“The discounts will be for our customers as a way to offer value
for being on the JSSI program,” noted Book. “Fuel is in the pipeline
as well, and we’re currently talking to a couple suppliers there.”

Gogo tapped for high-speed Iridium hardware

Iridium Communications has selected Gogo as a value-added
manufacturer (VAM) for Certus aviation terminals, the airborne
equipment that will connect aircraft to Iridium’s L-band
broadband satcom network. Gogo (Booth I35) will also be a
Certus service provider and it is the first company selected by
Iridium for both terminal manufacture and service provision.
Certus satcom is provided by Iridium’s Next satellite constellation,
which currently consists of 55 satellites. During the remainder
of this year, Iridium will launch an additional 20 satellites. The
operational network will consist of 66 satellites in low-earth
orbit, with nine as on-orbit spares and six ground spares.
Iridium works anywhere in the world, including full
coverage over the earth’s poles. An advantage of Iridium
is that it requires much smaller antennas and is thus
suitable for a larger variety of aircraft types.
The target for Certus’s aviation service to become operational
for aviation users is mid-2019. Certus network speeds are expected
to reach 1.4 Mbps. Both cabin and cockpit connectivity will be
available, including cockpit safety and electronic flight bag services.
Gogo has been delivering Iridium satcoms since 2002. “We’ve
had a longstanding partnership with Iridium,” said Scott
Richter, Gogo Business Aviation v-p of business and product
development. “Now as a VAM and service provider for Iridium
Certus, Gogo will be able to offer higher-speed data rates
for business aircraft operating anywhere in the world.”

FlightSafety names 100th Master Aviator

Milt Hobbs, managing director of JPMorgan Chase’s aviation
department, has become the 100th FlightSafety Master
Aviator. To earn this distinction, pilots must successfully
complete a series of aircraft type-specific advanced
training courses and electives as well as undergo recurrent
training with FlightSafety International (Booth F79).
Hobbs trained with FlightSafety on several aircraft throughout
his bizav career. He has more than 40 years of experience as a
pilot and flight department leader and holds an ATP and CFII
with more than 14,000 accident- and incident-free flight hours.
Under the Master Aviator, simulator scenarios deliver
deeper knowledge of the aircraft and help ensure a safe
and correct response to demanding flight situations.
According to FlightSafety, advanced courses for pilots of
fixed-wing aircraft include upset prevention and recovery,
energy management, rejected takeoff go/no-go, and cockpit
resource management/human factors line-oriented flight
training. Master-level courses for helicopter pilots include
advanced helicopter crew resource and advanced helicopter
surviving inadvertent instrument meteorological conditions.

When
efficiency
matters.

Avanti EVO, a legend reborn.
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Piaggio unveils Avanti upgrades;
marks centennial anniversary
by Ian Sheppard
renewed its service center agreement with Banyan Air Service of Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida, for P.180 fleet
maintenance in the U.S.
Piaggio Aerospace CEO Renato
Vaghi said the company, which is
100 percent owned by Mubadala of
Abu Dhabi, UAE, had gone through
a “comprehensive financial restructuring with a complete repurchase
of debt.” It hopes to break even in
2019 and be profitable in 2020.
The company also had a “significant relaunch of the P.180 with new
potential opportunities for commercial and industrial cooperation that
could open new markets.” It is also
in early negotiations with Chinese

interests with a view to manufacturing Avantis there, he added.
Vaghi also further detailed its
planned P.180 production numbers: eight this year, 12 in 2019, 16
in 2020, 21 in 2021, and 30 in 2022,
although Vaghi noted that the current production line alone had the
capacity to produce 60 or more a
year. “We’re planning double-digit
growth over the next few years.”
Finally, Piaggio unveiled its
100th anniversary logo at EBACE
2018. It dates back to the company
Rinaldo Piaggio S.p.A in Genoa in
1884 but was officially established
in 1918, said Vaghi.
n

The landing gear
STC for Piaggio
Aerospace’s P.180
Avanti I turboprop
is expected to be
available by the
end of this year.
In the meantime,
the company is
already offering a
factory option for
retrofitting ADS-B Out
in the Avanti II.

DAVID McINTOSH

Piaggio Aerospace (Booth T123)
has partnered with Walterboro,
South Carolina-based LowCountry Aviation to develop an STC for
upgrading the P.180 Avanti I turboprop twin with the new landing
gear developed for the current
Avanti Evo. The Magnaghi Aeronautica main and nose landing gear
features a digital steering system
with an enhanced rack-and-pinion actuation mechanism, which
provides improved reliability and
extends time-between-overhaul
(TBO) up to 15 years or 15,000
landings, whichever occurs sooner.
The STC should be available by
the end of 2018 through the FAA,
with EASA approval expected
later. A similar program to update
the Avanti II with the Evo landing
gear was approved in 2017 and has
already generated eight sales of
the retrofit package, Piaggio said
this week at EBACE 2018.
The digital landing gear comes
with extended-life components,
while anti-skid brakes and LED taxi
and landing lights can be installed
as options. Piaggio expects more
sales for upgrades “as the fleet gradually reaches the mandatory oversPiaggio also announced at EBACE
2018 a factory option for retrofitting ADS-B Out—now standard
on the Evo—to the Avanti II, integrated within the Honeywell Pro
Line 21 avionics suite. The company said a service bulletin was
issued recently for this.
The Italian company also has

Milano Prime sees traffic rise
by Curt Epstein
SEA Prime—which operates Milano
Linate Prime (Booth H29), the FBO
at Milan Linate Airport—expects
to complete construction on a sister location at the city’s Malpensa
Airport by EBACE next year.
The company already operates
a 5,000-sq-m/53,820-sq-ft hangar
there, which can accommodate
the latest ultra-long-range business jets, and it is building a new
1,400-sq-m/15,000-sq-ft polyhedron-shaped terminal, which will
be visible and recognizable from
any direction both on the ground
and in the air. The FBO will also
have an expanded, dedicated

12

50,000-sq-m/536,000-sq-ft apron.
Last year, SEA Prime noted a net
profit increase of 10 percent over
2016, reflecting the recovery in the
European business aviation sector,
according to the company, Milano
Linate Prime saw more than 21,000
movements last year, an increase
of 2.7 percent year-over-year, making it the busiest FBO in Italy, and
among the leaders in Europe.
“Milano Prime has proven to be
an increasingly attractive partner
for national and international players, who choose us to develop their
business,” said general manager
Chiara Dorigotti. “This pushes us
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to further improve and expand
the range of services offered to
our customers, also by building
new, dedicated infrastructures.”
As such, she noted the company
has pledged to invest another €21
million ($24.4 million) in the two
locations over the next five years.
Next year, the company plans
to add a 4,000-sq-m/43,000-sq-ft
hangar at Linate, its 11th, bringing it to 28,000 sq m/301,000 sq
ft of under-roof space. Earlier,
helicopter maker Leonardo added
a maintenance base at the FBO,
providing dedicated line service
for the AW109 and AW139.
n
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UAS, Deer Jet progress partnership

Global trip support provider UAS (Booth B35) has expanded its
partnership with Deer Jet in a deal that will provide its clients
with preferred pricing and service priority at the Deer Jet FBOs.
“Deer Jet has built the largest FBO network in China with 11
locations at the busiest hubs for business jet traffic,” noted
Deer Jet president Xu Lidong. “Having strategic partnerships
with Gulfstream, Honeywell, Dassault, and all the major
manufacturers and leading service providers—in addition
to our FAA repair station certificate and IS-BAO Stage II
registration—puts Deer Jet in a privileged position to deliver
best-in-class services for UAS clients in China and worldwide.”
The expanded UAS China network increases ties between
the two companies, which began in 2016, and also guarantees
the UAS standard of quality at each of the locations, some
of which are the lone FBOs at their destinations. On-theground supervision by UAS station managers will now be
available at the 11 locations, as well as at 180 airports in
China, due to Deer Jet’s extensive ground presence.
“Access to a bigger network means better advantages for our
clients,” said UAS co-owner/founder and CEO Omar Hosari. “We’re
now in a position to ensure they benefit in terms of the best service
and cost-efficiency through our extended Chinese ground presence.”

GDC wins four widebody completions

U.S. bizliner completions specialist GDC Technics (Booth
D08) has won completion contracts for four head-ofstate widebodies from two customers, each for two
aircraft, the company announced this week at EBACE 2018.
General partner Mohammed Alzeer said the contracts
have “confirmed the confidence this industry has in GDC
Technics. We have the resources, knowledge, and capacity
to take on many projects of this magnitude and more.”
GDC declined to disclose the aircraft types or schedules
for the projects. This year the company will deliver three
widebody head-of-state completions. The company has put
emphasis on its work on the all-composite Boeing 787, and last
year accomplished external penetrations on multiple models
of the aircraft for connectivity installations, including Ka-Band,
Inmarsat, SatCom, and Live TV, according to the company.

Comlux receives San Marino AOC

Comlux (Booth O99) recently established a T7 AOC in San Marino.
The AOC, the company’s fourth, is for its VIP division Fly Comlux.
Its other existing AOCs are in Malta, Aruba, and Kazakhstan.
“We are very pleased to open this new AOC in San Marino,”
said Fly Comlux CEO Andrea Zanetto. “We have been working
with the aviation authorities and the registry of San Marino
to offer our VIP aircraft owners a new option, to operate
their aircraft commercially with Comlux. San Marino Registry
is already well known in the industry as being focused
on customers and operating within ICAO standards.”
Comlux has already placed its first aircraft on the AOC—a
Challenger 604 belonging to Hamish Harding, an aircraft broker for
Action Aviation. To ease its entry into service, Comlux took steps to
establish a team of stakeholders and invoke best aviation practices.

Jeppesen provides mobile trip-planning app

Jeppesen (Booth C35) has introduced a new iPad personal
assistant app to supplement its international trip planning
product. The app gives users access to briefing information and
is designed to be “a quick reference platform for customers on
the go.” The app was originally developed to work with Jeppesen
Operator, which is a virtual corporate flight department solution.
According to Boeing Global Services v-p of business and general
aviation William Ampofo, “Our business aviation customers have
asked for a mobile solution to access their ITP data so they
can access [it] quickly and conveniently. Our customers will
[now] be able to access, plan, and review their flight operations
information when and where it’s convenient for them.”
The app provides access to, among other things, itinerary
and route planning information, flight-plan filing, weather,
Notams, overflight/landing permits, airfield slots, customs
notifications, ground handling, fuel, and security details.
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Raisbeck gets ANAC STC for
composite prop |

Hartzell’s five-blade
swept propeller
for the King Air
350 improves
passenger comfort
and aircraft
performance.

by Alexa Rexroth

Raisbeck Engineering has received STC
approval from the National Civil Aviation
Agency of Brazil for its composite five-blade
swept propeller for the King Air 350 series.

The propeller has also received certification
from the FAA and Australia, with Transport
Canada and EASA approval expected in the
near future.

EXCELLENCE
IN AVIATION

AMAC Aerospace is a world leader in Maintenance
and Completion services for both narrow and wide-body
VIP aviation. Our bespoke handling of VIP maintenance
projects is world-renowned and our “Return to Service”
are world class for completions.
AMAC’s hangars are fully equipped with the latest technologically advanced equipment and manned by certified
personnel. We offer a full spectrum of maintenance
services and welcome the opportunity to serve you in
any capacity.

www.amacaerospace.com
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“We are thrilled our Brazilian
customers are now able to benefit
from the advantages the composite
five-blade swept propellers bring
to the King Air 350,” said Bill Lally,
vice president of customer support.
“This new STC approval broadens
our ability to offer the propeller to
customers across the globe.”
The propeller was developed in
collaboration with Hartzell Propeller and is designed to improve King
Air 350 comfort, efficiency, and performance. It measures 106 inches
in diameter and reduces weight
while contributing to short-field
and climb performance. Raisbeck’s
blade design sweeps the leading and
trailing edges, increasing the propeller diameter, generating more
thrust without increasing noise.
“The five-blade composite is an
exceptionally quiet and high-performance propeller,” said Lynn
Thomas, vice president of sales and
marketing at Raisbeck.
The composite material offers
weight savings when compared
to other materials and provides
unlimited blade life and the ability to maintain a more optimum
airfoil shape. Raisbeck’s tailored
airfoils also extend fully into the
spinner, allowing for increased
propeller efficiency and airflow
into the engine.
Raisbeck also announced the
appointment of Mayo Aviation to
its global network of authorized
dealers. Mayo Aviation provides
aircraft maintenance, management,
and charter operations. The company offers avionics installations,
pre-buy inspections, and airframe
structural repair.
Raisbeck Engineering is an Acorn
Growth and Defense company
headquartered in Seattle, Washington. The company provides
aircraft modifications for business
and commercial aircraft. Raisbeck’s acquisition of Butterfield
Industries adds products such as
fuel pan assemblies, replacement
floor panels, oil/air separators, and
oil residue collection systems.
Paperwork for propellers for the
King Air 300 series has been submitted to the FAA, and Raisbeck expects
approval in May. “This will be an
exciting year for us. We are really
focused on the leading edge of creative thinking,” said Thomas.  n
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Idair targets retrofit market
for its VIP cabin systems
by James Wynbrandt
Idair (Booth T95), the Lufthansa Technik (LHT)-Panasonic Avionics joint
venture, is broadening its market view
beyond green completions to refurbishments and support services for
the cabin management, entertainment,
and communication systems it designs
for VIP- and VVIP-configured airliners.
“We’ve refined our strategic direction
and expanded the way we looked at the
market,” Wassef Ayadi, Idair CEO, said
on the eve EBACE 2018.
According to Ayadi, the widened scope
reflects the normal evolution from the
innovative start-up Idair was in 2011 to “a
midsize company, and having more focus
on stability and the performance of the
business.” Nonetheless, the Hamburg,
Germany-based company is hardly turning its back on the green aircraft market.
Last year Idair completed three major
VVIP cabin system installation projects
on green Boeing bizliners: a BBJ, a 777,
and 787-8. Two additional 787s are
undergoing completions in the U.S. with

He also noted retrofit projects are
“more straightforward,” in allowing direct
communication with the end customer,
whereas green completions typically
involve an OEM, completion center, and
other stakeholders beyond the buyer.
Those end-customer relationships are key
to Idair’s plans to expand its content and
Idair cabin systems, which are now fly- technical support services.
ing on more than 30 aircraft, Ayadi said.
“The customer base is the great asset
we have,” said Ayadi, and “keeping them
Aftermarket Segment
happy, making the [onboard] experience
But Idair sees greater opportunity going as enjoyable as it could be over the years”
forward in the aftermarket. “I think in will be the focus of its service offerings.
retrofits, there’s more room to unlock
Idair’s licensed Media Service, launched
potential for customers, and bringing last fall and already flying on several VVIP
smart solutions that do not necessarily aircraft, provides early-window movies
cost a lot of money,” he said.
and other Hollywood content, along with
Ayadi pointed to products like Idair’s TV and music. Customers choose their
in-flight entertainment (IFE) Media Box.
“It’s a very convenient and light portable
solution for wireless entertainment. It’s
easy to deploy and easy to use by anybody
using personal electronic devices.”
Idair also offers high-speed connectivity through Panasonic’s Ku-band satcom
system, currently being upgraded with
High Throughput Service (HTS) and
Extreme Throughput Service (XTS). The
company sees growing demand for the
Ku-band solution as operators of many
first-generation BBJs and ACJs upgrade Idair’s Media Service brings early-window
their cabins.
films and other content to bizjet cabins.

content refreshment schedule for the
subscription-based service. “Some like it
once a year, some twice a year or every
month,” said Ayadi. “All these requests
are open to discussion, and we’ll find the
right answer.”
Going forward, Idair will provide
software upgrades and technical support through its aftermarket services, he
added. “We’ve been heading toward being
a service organization, and it’s progressing to our satisfaction.”
This week at EBACE, Idair is showcasing a range of its cabin system products, along with a glimpse of tomorrow’s
offerings from its R&D lab. The wall at
the front of its booth is dominated by an
interactive display screen showcasing its
products, using the layout of an ACJ350
to demonstrate their functionality and
the ease of controlling them with Idair’s
customizable graphical user interface.
Idair controls are both iOS and Android
compatible, and support “almost every
mobile and wearable device,” including
smart watches, Ayadi said.
Also being shown is a 65-inch 4K-UHD
modular monitor demonstrating 4K media
content, as well as VIP cabin offerings from
parent companies LHT and Panasonic. But
as it positions for the future, “Having the
innovative spirit in the organization still
remains key,” Ayadi concluded.
n
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ORTA˚C
fortifies
fleet with
Citations

“This means that ORTA°C is able to
assist owners in offsetting fixed and
operational costs, by making their aircraft available for third-party commercial charter,” said Textron Aviation. “This
charter facility is personally managed and
controlled by the ORTA°C team and is
tailor-made to suit the individual requirements of each client.”
“Clients are encouraged to think of
ORTA°C as their own expert, in-house, 24/7
flight department,” concluded Mathews. n

Inmarsat to connect European bizav with
new Wi-Fi service by January 2019
Satcom network provider Inmarsat (Booth Several flight trials with partners Cobham,
X107) plans to introduce its European Avi- Thales, and Nokia have been successfully
ation Network (EAN) in-flight Wi-Fi service completed using a Cessna Citation II proto the business aviation market by January, vided by Dutch company NLR.
the company announced on Monday at
EAN’s planned rollout follows its sucEBACE 2018. The service integrates satcom cessful introduction in the commercial airconnectivity from Inmarsat with an LTE- line market, with major customers already
based ground network operated by Deut- announced “and ongoing discussions with
sche Telekom, covering all 28 EU member other interested carriers across the constates, as well as Switzerland and Norway.
tinent,” said Philip Balmaan, president of
The combination offers fast connec- UK-based Inmarsat.
tivity and low-latency performance over
Aircraft can connect using small, lightland or water, providing the bandwidth weight, low-drag hardware that is cost-effor data-rich Internet use, such as work- fective to install and operate, making EAN
ing with remote business desktops and “a game changer for the business aviation
streaming videos at speeds comparable
market,” said Balmaan.
to ground-based mobile broadband.
“Our projections show that the European
The satellite and ground network is fully business aviation fleet will grow beyond
operational, an undisclosed large business 5,000 aircraft in the coming years,” said
aviation company has signed as launch Balaam. “We expect a strong uptake for
customer, and planning for the first supple- EAN by offering a variety of data plans to
mental type certificate (STC) is under way. meet every budget.”
J.W.

UK caterer to join Avcard
by Curt Epstein
Private aviation caterer On Air Dining,
which recently was named best in-flight
caterer at the Luxury Travel Guide Lifestyle Awards, has become the first in the
UK to accept World Fuel Services’ Avcard
for purchase orders. The company will
participate in the FlyBuys rewards program, which awards users one FlyBuy
point for every $10 spent.
To commemorate its joining the program, On Air, which serves all of the major
business airports in the London area and
the south of England, announced this
week at EBACE that in addition to the
standard rewards, it will offer 500 bonus
points for each order over £450 paid with
Avcard through the end of June.

“By becoming the first executive in-flight
culinary specialist that accepts charges
and offers rewards through Avcard, we are
creating a global opportunity to bring the
highest standards of fine dining to a much
wider audience,” said CEO Daniel Hulme.
“We are again leading the way in luxury
concierge and logistics by ensuring that
customers can now add the On Air Dining
experience to the list of aviation services
that can be purchased directly with Avcard,
and we are looking forward to rewarding
our clients with this bonus in June.”
The company is co-exhibiting at Satcom Direct’s EBACE booth (W115), where
it will also conduct food demonstrations
daily at 11:30 a.m. during the show.
n
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The first Cessna Citations to be operated
on a Guernsey, Channel Islands AOC
have been delivered, according to Cessna
parent company Textron Aviation (Booth
V19). The two aircraft, a Citation M2 and
CJ3+, joined the fleet of ORTA˚C, which
will manage them on international commercial charter flights for their owners.
“These deliveries are evidence of the
increasing demand for general aviation
in the Channel Islands,” said Tom Perry,
Cessna regional v-p of European sales.
Representatives from ORTA°C accepted
delivery of the aircraft earlier this month
at Textron Aviation headquarters in
Wichita. Tobi Mathews, ORTA°C managing director, said, “The purchasing process has been seamless.”
ORTA°C describes itself as a “luxury aircraft management company.” Headquartered in Jersey, the island next to Guernsey,
it provides aircraft acquisition, delivery,
and registration services and operational
structures, and claims to be one of only
five companies in the world to have been
granted an AOC for international charter
by the director of civil aviation of the Bailiwick of Guernsey, which is operated under
the Guernesy Aviation registry 2-REG.

DAVID McINTOSH

by Ian Sheppard
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Guardian vaunts bizjet
valuation tool Vault 2.0
by James Wynbrandt

MARK WAGNER

Making its EBACE debut this year, U.S.based aircraft brokerage Guardian Jet
(Y125) is showcasing Vault 2.0, the new
version of the company’s client portal
that delivers continually updated fleet
valuation and market data. “We’ve had
airplanes [for sale] on static display here,”
said Michael Dwyer, managing partner of
the brokerage, “but this is our first time
in the exhibition hall.”
Guardian Jet takes an asset-management approach to the buying and selling of
business jets, and maintains close contact
with clients. This can pay big dividends in
the preowned markets, according to the
company. “We look you in the eye and say,
‘We’ll save you millions over the lifetime
ownership of your aircraft,’” said Dwyer.
Vault 2.0—introduced at the NBAA 2017—
provides clients with the real-time information that Guardian uses for fleet planning.
Dwyer said this approach “uses the same
math and business process for guiding a 100hour [per year] fractional owner as it does for
rolling over Wal-Mart’s fleet.”
Guardian is demonstrating Vault 2.0
at its display on a pair of large monitors.
“There’s a whole new level of transparency,
asset management, and valuation data that
we provide,” said Dwyer, as he showcased

In Geneva, Inmarsat svp of core business Michael Rack celebrated the installation of 275 Jet
Connex systems in 18 months. The system is offered by a number of bizjet makers.s

18 months in, Inmarsat
installs 275th Jet Connex
by Curt Epstein
Satellite communications provider Inmar- best products and services, so positive
sat (Booth X107) announced this week at word-of-mouth about standout offerings
EBACE that in the less than 18 months since travels fast.” He added demand remains
its Jet Connex business aviation in-flight strong among business aviation travelers,
Wi-Fi service was introduced, the system particularly Fortune 500 customers, and
has been installed on 275 business jets. The the company looks forward to more actihigh-speed global data service, which offers vations in the coming months.
customers the same fast and reliable conAirframers such as Gulfstream, Bomnectivity in the air that had previously only bardier, Dassault, and Embraer offer the
been available on the ground, has data plans system on board their aircraft. Jet Conof up to 15 Mbps and global coverage.
nex has also seen substantial acceptance
“The fact that 275 aircraft have been as a retrofit, with about 40 type certifiinstalled with Jet Connex in such a short cates and supplemental type certificates
space of time is a major endorsement of already awarded, including for all Boeing
the service from customers,” said Michael and Airbus bizliners.
Rack, the Ka-band network operator’s
Aircraft connect to the service through
senior vice president of core business. Honeywell’s JetWave hardware. The com“In the business aviation market, it’s pany has thus far delivered more than
clear that manufacturers, owners, and 1,000 of the systems to business aviation
passengers all compete to have the very and commercial customers.
n
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Vault’s power and ease of operation.
Vault 2.0 tracks 130 aircraft models,
with the valuations of 60 refreshed about
weekly, and it incorporates a variety of
tools to help clients see the market on
macro and micro levels. Jet Finder, for
example, allows clients to search the
world’s preowned aircraft inventory
by make, model, asking price, age, total
hours, range, and cabin size, among other
variables. It even shows how each ranks
in valuation against the same or similar
models on the market.
Preowned transactions in Europe and the
rest of the globe are on the upswing, Dwyer
said, and the increase in buying and selling
puts real-time information at a premium.
“The market switched in the last six
months from hard to sell and easy to buy,
to easy to sell and hard to buy,” according
to Dwyer. He noted he’d recently been to
Basel to inspect an aircraft that had been
kept unhangared in the desert, and whose
owner smoked in it. He determined it
didn’t meet his approval, but a few months
ago he wouldn’t have gone to see an aircraft fitting this description at all. “You’ve
got to look at everything,” he said. That
includes the information clients find in
Vault 2.0., Dwyer concluded.
n

Hayward Aviation assists aircraft
companies with new EU data rule
Hayward Aviation director Matthew
Hayward pointed out, “What happens
Day is offering to help business avia- if the best procedures and processes
tion companies understand and man- fail, leaving your business exposed?”
age risks associated with the EU’s Careful processes could fail, for examnew general data protection regula- ple, due to cybersecurity breaches,
tion (GDPR). Hayward Aviation (Booth
leaving a company exposed to posG100), a trading name of JLT Specialty sible damages.
and part of the JLT Group, is a speThere are other ways for data to be
cialist insurance broker. In addition to
mismanaged, simple problems such as
GDPR assistance, the company offers forwarding an email to the wrong person
insurance products to provide clients or using “reply to all” incorrectly. Hayfinancial protection.
ward warns that the costs associated
GDPR not only gives people more
with such a breach could be enormous,
control over their own data, “it will also not just to pay for investigating and rectiforce companies to take a hard look fying the issue but also for potential fines
at the way they store information and “that could run to tens of thousands of
ensure that the way they collect, pro- euros, pounds, or dollars.”
cess, and store data is safe,” Hayward
Of even more concern is the extreme
explained. The risk for companies that sensitivity of business aviation clients’
fail to comply with GDPR is both poten- data. “The reputational impact of an
tially harmful to the company’s repu- accidental release of personal details
tation and also could mean financial
of VVIP private jet owners or users
penalties of up to 4 percent of annual could be devastating to the long-term
global turnover.
business survival of jet operators,” he
It is incumbent on businesses to said. “Data has genuinely now become
create robust processes to manage a business asset that needs managing
and store customer data but, as and protecting.”
M.T.
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Flagship
King Airs get
iTAWS, new
radar tools

MedAire advises on risks of World Cup
MedAire (Booth U33) has developed a comprehensive travel safety briefing for operators travelling to Russia for the FIFA World
Cup over the next two months. The briefing
provides an overview of the health and
security of the host cities, aviation and airport overviews, and risk ratings from a health
and security perspective, as well as other
relevant and helpful travel information such
vaccine, visa, entry, and exit requirements.
In general, it advises that travel to medium-risk areas can continue with standard
security precautions, except for the North
Caucasus republics of Chechnya and
North Ossetia. “Travel to Chechnya and
North Ossetia is possible but requires
enhanced security precautions,” the briefing notes. The report goes on to advise
travelers to avoid non-essential travel to
Ingushetia, Kabardino-Balkaria, and Karachaevo-Cherkessia. “No travel should be
undertaken to Dagestan,” it adds.
“This travel safety briefing is a good
example of the types of reports we do for
our operators to help with risk mitigation
and preplanning before a trip,” said Jason
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Nygren, global security manager and
author of the report. “Our team of aviation security experts are monitoring and
analyzing information, helping clients to
assess risks, and are available to assist
on the ground through a network of more
than 2,300 security specialists through our
worldwide network.”
MedAire, a unit of International SOS and
partner with Control Risks, has also issued
a white paper on the risks of artificial intelligence (AI) in data gathering. John Cauthen, MedAire global director of aviation
security, said MedAire can provide insight
into the “advances and limitations of AI in
the aviation market and recommends that
the best approach is two-pronged, with a
focus on both advanced preparation and
robust contingency planning.
“The ability to scan and assimilate the
useful data from the huge volumes of
noise generated from information platforms on a daily basis and then to confidently analyze, assess, and advise a client
is the mark of a mature and professional
security operation,” he said.
I.S.
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Jet Aviation, World Fuel ink
preferred FBO agreement
by Curt Epstein
Jet Aviation signed an agreement with
World Fuel Services (WFS, Booth A67)
this week at EBACE 2018 that will make
it the global aviation fuel provider’s
preferred FBO operator in EMEA and
Asia and adds six locations to the World
Fuel-sponsored Air Elite FBO Network. As
part of its services, WFS offers its customers both full- and self-serve trip support.
“Our clients depend on our network
locations to deliver excellent services
that ensure seamless travel,” explained
Joel Purdom, senior vice president for
global trip support at WFS. “We’re fully
committed to the highest possible vetting standards, with quality control professionals on every continent constantly
inspecting our airport locations to ensure
they meet high service standards. We’re
delighted to extend our relationship with

MARK WAGNER

The avionics software on Beechcraft King
Air 350i and 350ER turboprops equipped
with Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion
flight decks has been upgraded to make
iTAWS (Integrated Terrain Awareness
and Warning System) a standard feature,
“improving situational awareness and
navigation capabilities,” said Textron
Aviation (Booth V19).
ITAWS “brings aural and visual warnings to the primary flight display and
multi-function displays, and eliminates
the standalone TAWS line-replaceable
unit along with all related wiring and
complexity,” the company announced at
EBACE 2018.
it achieved certification and entered serIn addition, the multi-scan radar with vice in late 2015,” said Rob Scholl, Texturbulence detection that automati- tron Aviation senior v-p sales marketing.
cally detects short-, mid- and long-range “Better navigation, more accurate storm
weather is now standard on the King Air information and increased situational
350i. And mobile enablement to allow awareness lower the pilot workload and
wireless chart and flight plan uploads is boost the comfort of everyone on board.”
also being offered as a new option.
All new King Air turboprops come
“Integration of the latest technology equipped with Pro Line Fusion flight
and comfort throughout the cockpit and decks. The company said it expects to
cabin have made the Pro Line Fusion- roll out iTAWS on the King Air 250 in the
equipped King Air 350i a success since near future. `
n

DAVID McINTOSH

by Ian Sheppard

Jet Aviation, an FBO partner that values
service excellence at every turn.”
After its recent purchase of Hawker
Pacific, Jet Aviation (Booth A18) now
numbers more than 30 locations in its
global FBO network, 24 of them in the Air
Elite network. To qualify for acceptance,
service providers must be audited and
meet standards for the quality of their
facilities and amenities.
“We appreciate World Fuel Services’
commitment to providing value through
outstanding service, and are delighted to
expand our cooperation to include our
facilities in Jeddah, Riyahd, Medina, Munich,
Berlin, and Vienna,” said Steven Benz, Jet
Aviation’s senior vice president for regional
business opeations in EMEA and Asia. “We
look forward to welcoming World Fuel
customers throughout our network.” n

Jet Aviation v-p of
EMEA and Asia sales
Oliver Burgsch and
World Fuel Services/Colt
senior v-p of global trip
support Joel Purdom hail
a deal that makes Jet
Aviation the preferred
FBO for World Fuel in
EMEA and Asia.
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GlobeAir’s fleet of
Cessna Mustangs has
been busy of late. The
Austrian company
reported a 23 percent
increase in demand
during the first quarter.

GlobeAir sees growth and new services
by Curt Epstein
Austrian-short haul charter specialist
GlobeAir has had a busy year, according to
its CEO, Bernhard Fragner. The company,
which celebrates its 10th anniversary this
year, is one of the world’s largest operators of the Cessna Citation Mustang, with
a fleet of 16 of the very light jets, the most
recent pair added last summer.
Fragner noted he has seen a 15 percent
year-over-year increase in bookings, with an
especially good first quarter that rose 23 percent over the corresponding period in 2017.
The company expected to conduct approximately 11,000 flights this year and is well on
track to exceed that amount. Fragner noted

the biggest increases are from France and the
UK. “It’s not leisure, it’s really businessmen
traveling… where the growth comes mainly,”
he said. “A lot of day trips.”
In January, the air taxi services provider
relocated its maintenance facility at Genoa
Cristoforo Colombo Airport to a larger
hangar that can accommodate five aircraft
at a time. That move has allowed the company to diversify into other services.
“Two years ago we started to do our
own interiors, we refurbished our aircraft ourselves,” Fragner told AIN. That
self-sufficiency and the extra space has
led GlobeAir to announce this week at

EBACE that it is now offering its approved
Mustang refurbishment services as a commercial venture.
“The entire fleet is aging, we saw that
on our own aircraft, it got worn and we
saw we needed to refurb,” said Fragner.
He said the company has received authorization for four designs and can provide
customization in terms of seat coverings
and embroidered logos. It already has its
first customer, a privately-owned Mustang, which it is expected to complete by
the end of June. Fragner explained that
most of the work can be done without the
customer’s aircraft, and the tear out and

installation part will require the aircraft
to be out of service for only six days.
With its expertise in maintaining Mustangs gained over the last decade and
approximately 100 of the light jets based in
Europe, the company has plans to become
a maintenance provider. “We see a demand,
we see the Mustang community is interested. That’s why we’re setting up everything, our maintenance facility, the proper
processes. It’s something on the list for
next year, definitely,” said Fragner.
As the first operator to sign on with
Air BP’s Target Neutral voluntary carbon emissions offset program, GlobeAir
is exhibiting with the fuel company at
EBACE (Booth B29). To further underscore its environmental commitment, the
company switched to all paperless cockpits earlier this year.
n

DAVID McINTOSH

Textron upgrades warranty claims

Up close and personal

Events like EBACE are sometimes the only place to view various aircraft from companies like
Jetcraft. Attendees can explore several aircraft in just a few hours.
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Textron Aviation (Static SD14, Booth V19)
launched its upgraded warranty claims
processing website (http://claims.txtav.
com) at its 2018 Customer Conference
in Wichita, Kansas, earlier this month.
Designed to provide a simple experience
for customers, the website’s upgrades
include improved claims processing and
post-purchase support.
Textron worked with a board of 14 members—among them directors of maintenance, owner-operators, international
customers, and representatives from aircraft management companies and flight
departments—to develop the site upgrade.
“Working hand-in-hand with our customer
advisory board over the span of several
months, we worked to ensure we fully
understood customer needs and priorities when interacting with the claims-processing site,” said Kriya Shortt, senior

vice president of customer service. “And
I’m thrilled with the result: a streamlined,
intuitive site that equips customers with
the tools to more efficiently and easily
submit their claims.”
The website features improvements
on streamlining claims processing and
post-purchase customer support. Textron removed charges on rotable parts
for overhaul, which reduces unexpected
charges for the customer. Additionally,
customers who pay in advance and make
core deposits with a credit card can automatically receive a deposit refund after
the claim has been settled.
S.C.
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News Clips
Harrods adopts automated charter check-in

Embraer exhibits
new seat design
onboard Legacy

MARK WAGNER

Embraer Executive Jets (SD23,
Z33) is debuting a new seat
design for the Legacy 450 and
500 business jets on board the
Legacy 450 parked on static
display this week at EBACE. The
new seat will allow greater flexibility to customers wanting to
personalize their seats via stitching, leather material textures,
and color applications. Embraer
said the seat has “better ergonomics” and improved passenger comfort, with an enhanced
seat backrest and new headrest support. The new seating
options became available to
customers receiving aircraft in
the second quarter.

Gulfstream assembles new service
center at Farnborough Airport
by Ian Sheppard
Gulfstream Aerospace has selected
TAG Farnborough Airport for its
new London-area service center,
company president Mark Burns
said this week at EBACE 2018.
According to Burns, the company would first “move into a temporary facility in June next year
and into the new facility in [the
third quarter of ] 2020.” The newbuild facility will have 180,000 to
220,000 sq ft (16,723 to 20,439 sq
m) of floor space and will accommodate “up to 13 large-cabin aircraft under one roof,” he said. “We
are working with TAG Farnborough to develop this property.”
Burns said the plan would represent expansion and there are no
current plans to close Gulfstream’s
existing maintenance facility at
London Luton Airport, which comprises more than 85,000 sq ft/7,897
sq m of hangar space. The site has
become increasingly busy in recent
years along with the airport, which
has been increasingly congested
with low-fare carrier traffic.
All Gulfstream’s current capabilities at Luton, including maintenance authorizations from the
FAA, EASA, and more than 20
other civil aviation authorities,

24

will be “replicated at Farnborough,” the company said.
“Farnborough is a very important change for us. It’s an opportunity for us to build a service center
the size of the ones we have in the
U.S,” Burns said.
In recent months Gulfstream
has “announced several new MRO
facilities” along with expansion
programs, including at Van Nuys,
California; Appleton, Wisconsin;
Savannah and now the UK, said
Gulfstream Product Support president Derek Zimmerman.
The Savannah, Georgia-based
manufacturer, a subsidiary of General Dynamics, said it is committed to “remaining in the London
area, which has the highest volume
of Gulfstream traffic in Europe.”
London is home to the company’s
European Parts Distribution Center near Heathrow Airport and
Sales and Design Center in Mayfair.
Gulfstream has more than 225 aircraft based in Europe, along with
180 in the Middle East and Africa.
“We chose TAG Farnborough Airport because it is a London gateway
airport dedicated exclusively to
business aviation,” Zimmerman
said. “Frequented by many of our
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operators, it offers amenities that
complement our brand, with the
space required for our current construction plans and future growth.”
Gulfstream (Booth T139) also
announced that it has expanded its
international sales force, including
growing it from five to seven divisions to better cover the world.
Mike West is now sales director, Metro New York; while Nic
Robinson leads the newly formed
Africa, Middle East, and South
Asia sales territory. Trevor Esling,
regional senior vice president, will
lead Gulfstream’s focus in Europe,
Russia, and CIS.
Mike Swift has been appointed
regional vice president for the Metro
New York region, reporting to West,
while Marc Strange is now regional
vice president, Africa, reporting to
Robinson. Swift joins from Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, and Strange
joins from Embraer Executive Jets.
Gulfstream’s worldwide sales
divisions also include Central,
Mid-Atlantic and Southeastern
U.S., led by Bill McLeod; Western
U.S., led by Brent Monroe; Florida
and Latin America, led by Fabio
Rebello; and Asia-Pacific, led by
Roger Sperry.
n
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Harrods Aviation (Booth A67) has introduced an automated
check-in system for VIP and group charter flights at its
London Luton and London Stansted FBOs. According to the
company, the product from London-based Flight Solutions
will improve efficiency by the introduction of automation
for previously manual tasks such as passenger processing
and ground handling, as well as through the fast capture
of passport or other identity documentation, automatic
generation of flight manifest, and the issuing of baggage tags.
The electronic departure control system (eDCS) designed
specifically for the FBO industry, was installed in February, with
training completed in April and, according to Harrods’ sales
and marketing director Will Holroyd, it is running well. Harrods
expects to see real tests of the system this summer as both
of its locations expect to see large charter groups, including
music tours and sports teams pass through its facilities.

Equipage slots swindle as ADS-B mandates loom

With the EASA deadline for aircraft operators to equip with
ADS-B approaching, U.S. maintenance provider Duncan
Aviation is suggesting that European, Middle Eastern, and
African-based operators contact its Amsterdam-based
alliance partner JetSupport as soon as possible to
schedule their upgrades to avoid the last-minute rush.
The European ADS-B Out mandate will take effect at midnight
June 6, 2020, and by that date, aircraft must be equipped
with a GPS position source, such as a certified WAAS GPS
antenna, and a 1090-megahertz mode-S extended squitter
transponder to relay the information to air traffic control.
For operators who fly to the U.S., a similar requirement will
exist there, starting after midnight on Dec. 31, 2019. As those
deadlines loom, Duncan (Booth E89) warned that hangar space
and skilled avionics technicians will be at a premium and costs will
likely rise. The company has already performed several hundred
ADS-B installations at its avionics shops located at airports
throughout the U.S., and it is still accepting slot reservations that
guarantee both hangar space and qualified labor resources.

GE’s Catalyst gears up for certification testing

GE Aviation (Booth Z21) is preparing to begin certification testing
for its newest turboprop engine, the Catalyst. According to
the engine maker, the process should begin within weeks.
Since December, the powerplant has run for 60 hours,
recently advancing from idle to full-power testing, generating
critical data. The manufacturer said component certification
is imminent and will be followed by whole-engine certification
testing, starting with ingestion and altitude tests.
“The engine is running well, and the hardware looks
great,” said Brad Mottier, president and general manager of
GE’s business/general aviation unit and integrated systems
organization. “Performance is at or above our expectations.”
Assembly on the second engine is nearly complete, and
it is expected to make its first run this summer.
The Catalyst has been tapped to power Cessna’s new
Denali turboprop single. By the time the aircraft enters
service in 2020, the engine is expected to have completed
2,000 hours of testing, according to GE Aviation.

GCI is first IBAC operator affiliate

The International Business Aviation Council (IBAC, Booth
C56), the umbrella body for business aviation associations
around the world, has signed up its first “operator affiliate”
member: GCI General Communication Corp. of Anchorage,
Alaska. The association’s message this week at EBACE 2018 is
that it “continues to welcome new membership participation
through its industry and operator member categories.”
“We welcome Ron Duncan, CEO and co-founder of GCI and truly
appreciate his support for IBAC by joining us as an operator affiliate,”
said Kurt Edwards, IBAC director general. Edwards noted that Duncan
is an active pilot and member of the NBAA board of directors. “He
recognizes the importance of international advocacy for the industry.”
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Avinode details European bizav growth
by Samantha Cartaino
intra-European business aviation flights
was France, which accounted for 20 percent of the market. During this 2017-2018
time period, requested flights to France
rose to 480,891 requests compared to
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requests through its online marketplace for
buying and selling private air charter from
April 1, 2017 to March 21, 2018.
From April 1, 2017 to March 21,
2018, the most popular destination for

EA

Popular European destinations are seeing
an increase in demand for traffic within the
continent, according to a report from Swedish online air charter marketplace Avinode
(Booth D69), which recently analyzed flight
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379,771 requests during the April
1, 2016 to March 31, 2017 time
frame, which is a 27 percent
increase. After France, the top five
intra-European destinations were:
the UK, with a 36 percent increase
to 325,433 requests; Spain, with
a 44 percent increase at 321,898
requests; Italy, with a 37 percent
increase at 316,032 requests; and
Switzerland, with a 33 percent
increase at 162,244 requests.
While France is the top destination, interest in the UK is quickly
growing. “The strength of the
British and French markets is also
shown in the fact London Luton
Airport-Nice Côte d’Azur Airport
is the most popular intra-European route,” said Oliver King,
Avinode CEO. “And Spain should
take confidence from the fact
Ibiza Airport was the destination
for four of the 20 most requested
intra-European routes in the year
to March 31, 2018, with all four of
those routes growing in popularity
over those 12 months.”
When it comes to aircraft,
Cessna Citations were the top
five aircraft for travel throughout
Europe. The Mustang was the top
aircraft, followed by the CJ2, XLS,
CJ2+, and XLS+. King noted that
the number of small jets listed by
European operators (entry-level
jet, light jet, and super-light jet
categories) increased by 4 percent
during the 2017-2018 time period.
Most flights into Europe from
outside of the continent came
from Russia, which represented 66
percent of requests in this market.
Following Russia, U.S. departures
made up 6 percent of the market
and departures from Saudi Arabia
made up 4 percent. In this market, four of the six most requested
business aircraft were Bombardier
Challengers. The top aircraft was
the Challenger 604 with a 6 percent
share, followed by the Embraer
Legacy 600.
According to Avinode, European business aviation brokers
can risk falling behind by using
legacy processes. For this reason,
the company is inviting brokers to
try TripManager, Avinode’s sales
management system. TripManager
allows users to automate repetitive data entry tasks, plan flights,
quickly craft professional quotes,
and manage and update the customer database. The platform is
integrated with PayNode so users
need to submit their information
only once.
King said. “We understand
some European brokers feel comfortable using long-established
processes, but if you don’t make
changes soon, you risk falling
behind your competitors.”
n
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Pilot career show
ramps up cockpit
recruitment

PHOTOS: DAVID McINTOSH

As part of a joint
venture between
Textron Aviation and
China’s Cessna-Avic,
more than 50 Caravan
208 turboprop singles
have been assembled
in China and delivered
to customers.

Textron’s China JVs show mixed results
by James Wynbrandt
Textron Aviation’s joint venture (JV) facility has produced and delivered six
in China for assembly of its workhorse Caravans since receiving the extended PC.
Cessna Caravan 208 turboprop single is
Annual production rate “all depends on
hitting its stride, while the JV for assem- the market,” said Shih. “We don’t necesbly of the Cessna Citation XLS+ and sarily have to produce 20 airplanes a year.”
market demand for the midsize twinjet However, the Caravan could be a linchpin
lags, Mike Shih, v-p strategy and business
for business aviation’s regional growth,
development for China, told AIN last Textron (SD 14; Booth V19) believes. “The
month at ABACE.
utility market is really a strong stepping
The Caravan JV, Cessna-Avic (Shi- stone for aviation development in China,”
jiazhuang) Aircraft Co., based in Shi- Shih said, adding that the turboprops could
jiazhuang, has delivered more than 50 also provide passenger service for linking
Caravan 208s to customers in China since
third-tier cities that have no direct air conbeginning operations in 2013. The facility nections, as government plans call for.
was initially little more than a paint and
The increased demand for floatplanes
delivery center, but last September the
and amphibious aircraft in the region is
FAA approved an extended production
also expected to boost sales. Before 2013,
certificate (PC) for the facility, identical “there was no amphibious operator in
to the PC at the company’s main Wichita China,” said Shih, but today the county
factory. “Everything is done under Tex- has more than 25 Caravan 208s on floats—
tron Aviation’s quality system,” Shih said. about half of all Caravans delivered in
The FAA audits, carried out “in a two to China. “Realistically, it’s easier to set up a
three-year time frame” before extended seaplane base operation than to wait for a
PC approval, involved oversight of comple- runway to be built,” said Shih. “It’s a quick
tion of components shipped from Wichita way for coastal cities to have air service.”
and final assembly in China to ensure capaThe Denali, Cessna’s in-development
bility and compliance. The Shijiazhuang pressurized single-engine turboprop, is

A challenging political environment is blamed, in part, for the slow start to a plan to assemble
Citation XLS+ twinjets in China for delivery in the Asia-Pacific region.
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more suited to China’s mountainous terrain, so the company doesn’t expect the
models to cannibalize each other’s sales;
there are no plans currently to produce
the Denali in China.

As the threat of a pilot shortage gathers momentum, attracting and retaining professional and aspiring pilots
remains an industry priority. A series
of events called the Pilot Career Show
is designed to address the looming workforce deficiency by directly
connecting pilots with employers to
reduce the recruitment process time.
“The main idea of the Pilot Career
Show is to significantly speed up the
recruitment process for cadets, pilots,
and aviation companies. By bringing
them together in one place, we aim to
make the recruitment process as quick
and as personalized as possible. Each
candidate can see what opportunities
are out there in the industry and find
out what type of career move provides
the best fit,” said Jurate Jonusyte, a
Pilot Career Show organizer.

XLS+ Venture Lags

Meanwhile, Textron’s XLS+ assembly JV,
the Cessna-Avic (Zhuhai) Aircraft Co.,
began deliveries from Zhuhai in late 2014.
Shih declined to disclose production figures but said, “The delivery of that particular model has been a little slow in China.”
He cited “the political environment” as a
contributing factor, referencing the government’s recent austerity campaign, but
noted “a slight recovery and pick up” in
the last year.
That includes an order for three XLS+s
from the China Flight Inspection Center, a division of the CAAC, which will
help enhance awareness of midsize jets
in China, a market heretofore singularly
focused on large-cabin airframes. Current
production work at the XLS+ facility is
largely confined to painting the airframe.
Cessna has scaled back its China expansion plans from earlier this decade, which
once included assembly of the Citation
Sovereign and the now-canceled Skycatcher light sport aircraft in the People’s
Republic. However, Textron Aviation
is taking the long view. “We want to be
growing with this industry in China,” said
Shih, noting government plans to have
more than 500 general aviation airports by
2020. “Once these airports are built, and
airspace issues rectified, that’s when we
believe general aviation will really be on
a steady rise.”
Meanwhile, Textron can “leverage the
capability of both [facilities] to expand
service capabilities within China,” said
Shih. The Shijiazhuang plant is an FAA
Part 145 approved repair station for the
Caravan, and Textron wants to add the
Citation Latitude and Beechcraft King Air
350 to the facility’s approvals.
n

Companies participating in the
event series include Emirates, China
Airlines, Avion Express, and other
employers. Attendees will be able to
network with prospective businesses
while also having the opportunity to
exchange industry insights with established industry professionals.
“By sharing their insights, the professionals can give each other advice on
the specifics of the job: what’s it like to
work for a specific company or region,
what to avoid, and what to embrace,”
explained Jonusyte.
The launch event of the series
took place this month in Amsterdam
with seven more events scheduled
around the world for 2018. The next
Pilot Career Show will be on June 21
in Istanbul.
“I think now more than ever, a career
in the aviation industry is very promising. The companies we talk to are
definitely motivated to create the best
opportunities for their new personnel,”
said Jonusyte. 
A.R.
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Boutsen brings the big iron

Monaco-based aircraft brokerage Boutsen Aviation recently
reached a major milestone with the sale of its 350th aircraft
since its founding in 1997 and has since eclipsed that mark
by another five transactions. Those sales represent 130
different models from 17 manufacturers in 67 countries.
At EBACE 2018, the company is exhibiting an ACJ319
(SD26), the largest aircraft it has displayed to date. “We are
strengthening our position in the heavy jet/bizliner segment
with the exhibition of this Airbus, which will undoubtedly open
more doors and lead to new opportunities and growth for the
company,” said president Dominique Trinquet. The 2009 aircraft
features an interior by Alberto Pinto Design and is the seventh
ACJ the company has represented over the past few years.
Boutsen is also showing a Dassault Falcon 7X, S/N 112, this
week in Geneva. “The 2011 aircraft is fully-equipped with
the latest Dassault products, featuring the latest fly-by-wire
system and has been recently EASy II+ upgraded to meet
all avionics compliance requirements,” noted Trinquet.
The company expanded its footprint into Southeast Asia with the
addition of Atiesh Mishra as a sales representative based in India.

WFS rallies for RAF100 Appeal support

World Fuel Services (Booth A67) is encouraging professionals
in the business aviation industry to support the RAF100
Appeal. The joint venture between the Royal Air Force and
four of its major charities, aims to raise money for the RAF
family while celebrating the UK service’s centennial. To
support this, WFS is asking for people to participate in the
RAF Museum’s Spitfire 10K on September 1 in London.
Celebrating its 100-year anniversary, approximately 800 people
will have the opportunity to run on the RAF Museum’s airfield
in North West London. The event starts under the Sunderland
Flying Boat and continues through the museum and then on
the streets of Colindale before ending on the museum’s runway.
Participants will receive a Spitfire 10K medal when they complete
the race. Current participants for this year include members
of the RAF, RAF Museum employees, and a team from WFS.

Bermuda bolsters aircraft registry

The Bermuda Civil Aviation Authority (BCAA, Booth C29) has
added two new airworthiness inspectors in the European
region after it experienced a “significant increase in registered
aircraft, growing the Bermuda Aircraft Registry by 9 percent
over the past year.” Meanwhile BCAA, which aims to have
offices and inspectors “strategically located around the world,”
is relocating its UK office to TAG Farnborough Airport.
Dunstan added, “Bermuda has always been an attractive
option but we are always looking at ways to enhance the
customer experience by continuously making improvements
to be more flexible and responsive. We put a huge emphasis
on putting the customer at the center of everything we do.”
The Bermuda Registry has registered close to 2,000 aircraft
since it was created in 1931, making it the world’s largest offshore
aircraft registry and the 10th largest in the world overall.

CAE launches new Bombardier Global simulator

Global flight training provider CAE has launched its newest training
platform—a Bombardier Global 5000/6000 simulator with the
Vision flight deck. The full-flight simulator (FFS) installed at the
company’s London Burgess Hill facility, is equipped with CAE’s
Tropos visual system, offering a highly-realistic training environment.
Luxaviation and TAG Aviation Europe are among the business
aviation operators that have already begun using the device.
In addition to the London facility, CAE also offers Vision training
at its locations in Amsterdam, Dallas, Dubai, and Montreal. It
currently has seven full-flight Global series FFS among them, and
its partnership with Bombardier adds another three to its network.
At EBACE, CAE (Booth H89) also announced it has signed an
agreement with OJets, a new business aviation operator that recently
acquired Elit’Avia. The three-year deal calls for CAE to provide
pilot training for Bombardier’s Global Vision flight deck, as well as
the Global Express and the Challenger 605/650 in its European
training network, including its Amsterdam and Biggin Hill locations.

Enhanced Dassault Falcon 6X
swoops into bizjet market
by Matt Thurber
When Dassault announced
the Pratt & Whitney Canada
PW812D-powered Falcon 6X in
late February, chairman and
CEO Eric Trappier explained
that the company had been
developing a Plan B for the
now-canceled Falcon 5X when its
Safran Silvercrest engine began
experiencing problems with its
high-pressure compressor.
Switching to the P&WC engine
results in a thrust increase for
the new large-cabin Falcon, to
13,000-to-14,000 pounds of
thrust, versus 11,450 pounds with
the Silvercrest. The PW812D has
a 44-inch single-piece fan and 4.5:1
to 5:1 bypass ratio.
Specific fuel consumption of
PW800s is some 10 percent less
than that of current in-service
engines, according to P&WC.
UTC Aerospace Systems (UTAS)
will supply the nacelle system for
the 6X, including an inlet, fan
cowls, thrust reverser and an
engine build-up system.
To accommodate the higher-weight P&WC engines and
associated systems, the new
twinjet will have a 20-inch-larger
cabin to keep the 6X within its
center of gravity. This enables
either a larger aft lounge area or a
choice of larger forward galley or
a crew rest area.
The cabin features large windows and skylight, retained from
the 5X design. Cabin height will be
78 inches, the baggage compartment will be 155 cubic feet, with
an additional, unpressurized compartment of 76 feet, three inches.
Aerodynamically, the 6X carries
forward the 5X’s flaperons and
with the control surfaces working
in tandem, lift-over-drag augmentation improves steep approach
visibility, control, and comfort.
The 6X’s mtow will be 77,460
pounds, for a ratio of 85 percent
of maximum landing weight to
maximum takeoff weight, which
allows a short hop and then an
unrefueled 3,600-nm trip. It will
also have a 300-nm range increase
over the 5X—to 5,500 nm—and
first deliveries are scheduled for
2022. The extra fuel required for
the additional range caused Dassault to switch to a nitrogen-based
fuel pressurization system, a first
for a business jet.
On the flight deck, the 6X features Honeywell-based EASy III

avionics, with the Honeywell
IntuVue RDR-4000 radar and FalconEye combined vision head-up
display. FalconSphere II electronic
flight bags will be integrated into
the front instrument panel.

Price of the 6X will be about the
same as the 5X: $47 million (2018
$), said Dassault (Booth Z89,
SD3). Flight testing is expected
to begin in early 2021, with entry
into service planned in 2022. n

The 6X has a 20-inch-larger cabin than the now-canceled 5X. With this room,
customers can choose between a larger forward galley or crew lounge.
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Honeywell ramps up GoDirect
capabilities, adds customers
Honeywell Aerospace (Booth flight logs, flight-following notiY139) is adding a plate of fications, and flight-following
flight-support offerings to its “on maps.” Ground handlers can
GoDirect connected services receive real-time updates on airfor pilots and dispatchers. The craft position.
new services are packaged
Meanwhile, GoDirect Flight
within the GoDirect Flight pro- Tracker enables users to estigram with flight planning, track- mate future aircraft positions in
ing, and weather information 3D based on last known coorcapabilities. These services are dinates, heading, speed, and
designed to help reduce crew attitude. A broader range of highworkload, while enhancing flight er-resolution weather information
safety and operational efficiency, is available as well through a
Honeywell said.
new partnership with DTN. And
“In today’s fast-paced busi- GoDirect Flight Bag Pro incorponess aviation environment, our rates access to Jeppesen instrucustomers are increasingly ment procedure charts.
looking for end-to-end inteAs it expands its GoDirect
grated solutions that will help
Flight capabilities, Honeywell
them quickly, easily and cost-ef- continues to build its customer
fectively manage their flight base for other GoDirect programs
operations so they can remain and capabilities. It was selected
competitive,” said John Peter- to provide GoDirect Router and
son, senior director for connec- GoDirect Access passenger and
tivity services for Honeywell.
cabin connectivity services for
GoDirect Flight is offering flight Air Hamburg’s fleet of Embraer
planning and scheduling through Legacy 650s.
a partnership with scheduling
In addition, Istanbul-based
and trip-planning provider Profes- MNG Jet selected GoDirect Datasional Flight Manager. Through
link and Cabin services for its
this service, operators can link fleet, providing improved cockpit
their scheduling system with communications, enhanced flight
Honeywell’s datalink and flight efficiency, and high-speed Wi-Fi
K.L.
planning services, automating to the cabin.
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“The driver there is always wanting to
improve the level of service,” said Brad
Nolen, v-p, marketing and product strategy. “The reliability of our fleet is steadily
increasing, so the airplanes are becoming
more reliable as we’re adding these trucks
into the market.”
Another driver for Bombardier is to
encourage owners and operators to bring
their airplanes home for service, explained
Bill Molloy, v-p, aftermarket product and
sales. “We’re looking to make sure that we
give our customers what they need,” he said.
“If you have a philosophy of bringing your
jets home, you need to be able to marry the
services that the customer is looking for
versus the capabilities that you have.”
For Bombardier (Booth 2125), this
means helping customers not only with airframe maintenance but also with engines.
On the Challenger 300 and 350 HoneyFor the past four years, Bombardier has fielded a Learjet 45 for on-the-fly maintenance in the U.S. The Canadian OEM is now adding a Challenger
well HTF engines, for example, service
intervals sometimes occur out of phase
300 for the same mission in Europe. To be based in Frankfurt, the jet will serve AOG customers in the EMEA region.
with airframe inspection times, and it’s
more costly to bring the jet in for separate
engine and airframe events. While Bombardier is seeking approval from Honeywell to provide HTF engine services in its
by Matt Thurber
facilities, in the meantime it teamed with
Turbine Engine Specialists to service the
Among the improvements that Bombar- factory-owned and authorized service North America. Alternately, in situations Challenger engines during airframe maindier has brought to its aftermarket sup- centers with the MRTs and the Learjet where we can’t get the truck to drive there tenance events at Bombardier’s facilities
port is recently adding a second mobile 45, explained Andy Nureddin, v-p cus- fast enough, we can go pick up the people in Dallas; Hartford, Connecticut; Tucresponse team (MRT) jet, a Challenger tomer response and training. The MRT from the truck and their tools and go with son, Arizona; Wichita, Kansas; and Fort
300, based in Frankfurt, Germany.
technicians don’t just help resolve AOGs
parts to [where] the technical event has Lauderdale, Florida.
“[Since 2014] we’ve been flying our but also perform scheduled maintenance, occurred. We’ve learned to exercise that
“We agreed that we would embed them
Learjet 45 across the U.S. to bring our where it doesn’t make sense to fly the jet muscle really well.”
within our service centers,” said Molloy,
parts and technicians to where airplanes
to a service center. “It’s a lot cheaper and
The European regulatory framework “so we can offer our customers the ability
needed them. This has been a very suc- a lot more convenient for us to go to your is different compared to the U.S., so the
to come to our facilities to have engine
cessful program,” said Jean-Christophe facility or to the line station and be able to European MRT trucks are more for carry- work completed.”
Gallagher, v-p and general manager, cus- offer that service,” he said.
ing parts, with maintenance done at line
There is another benefit to Bombartomer experience. “The next step in how
“If you have a technical event, you’re stations. Six of these stations were part of dier’s strategy, and that is the opportuwe’re going to improve our customer going to need a couple of things. You need Bombardier’s acquisition of Austrian Air nity to offer customers additional services
experience is to bring the same kind of experienced technicians that can trouble- Support 18 months ago, including facilities
and upgrades while the aircraft is down
response to Europe.”
shoot the aircraft, the parts to be at that in Nice and Cannes. “That doesn’t change
for maintenance. This ranges from addThe new jet will begin flying parts and place, then the facilities and the tools. So
the fact that we still need to shrink the con- ons such as Smart Services cost-per-hour
technicians to help resolve AOG prob- through having the aircraft, the trucks, tinent,” said Nureddin, “and the best way programs to NextGen avionics upgrades
lems for Learjet, Challenger, and Global
and multiple locations [plus] the main- to do that is to deploy a Challenger 300 (ADS-B Out, FANS 1/A+) and airborne
operators throughout Europe in the sec- tenance technicians that are available, hosted at our Frankfurt facility because connectivity. “Connectivity is massive
ond half of this year. The location of the you could have multiple paths towards [of] lessons learned from the experience right now,” Molloy said. “Everybody
jet takes advantage of Bombardier’s parts responding to any occasion anywhere in
that we’ve had in North America.”
wants to be connected in the air.”
n
depot in Frankfurt, providing coverage
into northern Africa, the Middle East, and
Russia. “That’s a strategic move for us,
which will take our response in Europe
to a whole new level,” he said.
Bombardier’s MRT now has 23 trucks
worldwide, and these supplement six new
Ruag Aviation (R115), a Bombardier autho- costs while also developing further passen- customers benefit from our accumulated
line maintenance stations in Europe and
rized service center, recently completed an ger options to enhance growth.”
expertise on all services related to their
maintenance control centers in Wichita,
8C check on a Bombardier Global Express
In this instance, the customer chose Bombardier business jets, as well as our
Kansas, and Linz, Austria.
XRS at its facilities at Munich-Oberpfaffen- SwiftBroadband to upgrade the communi- thorough engineering skills. We encourage
hofen Airport in Germany. During downtime, cation technology on the Bombardier air- our customers to take advantage of schedOn-site Support
the aircraft also received an upgrade to sat- craft. The customer also requested a new
uled heavy maintenance inspections to
Many of the support improvements are
com and Wi-Fi communication technology.
Wi-Fi router be installed with Global VT and enhance the aircraft’s value, performance,
driven by the upcoming entry into service
“Customers have the opportunity to XStream. Ruag used its in-house engineer- comfort, and convenience.”
of the Global 7500. “We’re rolling out our
enhance their aircraft’s productivity, even
ing team to complete these requests in a
At its facility in Munich, Ruag offers
full training to technicians across the netduring the downtimes required by heavy timely manner.
aircraft services such as line, base, and
work so that they get to know the airplane,”
maintenance inspections like this 8C check,”
As a Bombardier service center, Ruag Avi- heavy maintenance checks as well as
Gallagher said, “and this comes at a time
said Ralf Ott, Ruag Aviation senior manager ation has the capabilities to support Bom- cabin interior restyling and refurbishment,
when we’re enhancing all our facilities.”
of sales and customer support. “Combining bardier aircraft at its Munich location. “We avionics and system upgrades, component
More than 4,700 Bombardier jets are in
the scheduled visit with additional services have been servicing Bombardier aircraft for services, aircraft painting, pre-purchase
service, with 600 of those based in Europe.
from our one-stop-shop portfolio is a very 37 years now,” said Volker Wallrodt, senior inspections, AOG, FBO, and support and
Over the years, Bombardier’s supreal and effective way to save time and
v-p of business jets for Ruag Aviation. “Our consulting.
S.C.
port network has supplemented its

Bombardier ramps up customer support

Ruag completes a Global Express XRS 8C check
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A passport to GE’s
future in bizav

MEBAA Morocco 2019 gets government backing

GE Aviation continues to provide
support for Bombardier as the airframer counts down to certification
on the recently renamed Global
7500. According to Shawn Warren,
the engine manufacturer’s regional
engines and services director for
Bombardier programs, the company is continuing to build up hours
on the Passport engine, which was
certified in April 2016 and represents GE’s first purpose-built
business aviation powerplant.
“We’ve talked about having
4,000 hours and 8,000 cycles by
the time we get to entry-into-service,” he told AIN. “We’re right
now around 4,700 cycles and
about 3,600 hours but [are] continuing to run engines, so we do
expect to be at that target by the
time we get to EIS later this year.”
GE (Booth Z21) is currently
ramping up Passport production at
its facility in Strother, Kansas. While
the location was initially tapped as
an overhaul facility on the new
engine, the decision was made to
center production there as well.
“We’ve been moving more new
production in the facility as well.
For Passport, it’s great because it’s a

one-stop shop,” said Warren. “One
part of the plant is doing production,
and the other part is setting up for
overhaul, so they can go leverage
expertise, people, and tooling—backand-forth.” In addition to assembling
units for Bombardier’s production
line, the facility is at work developing a pool of lease units, as well as
provisioning its service centers and
its parts distributor Aviall.
The company already has an
established global service network based on its earlier business
avitation engines, which were borrowed from commerical programs.
But with the extremely long legs of
the Global, it expects to add to that
network. “I think we’re expecting
with the Global 7500, probably
an even more global landscape of
customers than we have today on
the Challenger,” said Warren. “So
we’re looking to continue to not
just leverage that CF34 network,
but also build out some new service centers as well.”
He noted that the company is
currently evaluating the scope of
work that makes sense for each
location based on its capabilities.
Lufthansa Technik was selected to

MARK WAGNER

by Curt Epstein

According to Shawn Warren, GE
Aviation’s regional engine & services
director for Bombardier programs,
the company has been focused on
supporting Bombardier’s Global 7500
flight-test program since the Passport
engine was certified in April 2016.
provide mobile repair team support for the program in Europe,
Russia, and the Middle East.
As for technical training, the initial classes at its Cincinnati headquarters have focused mainly on
GE employees, but the company is
now beginning to bring in customers and the service center employees. “We’ve got the training material
ready and now it’s just working
through the schedules with the different folks to… bring them in as we
progress forward,” said Warren.
While the company eagerly awaits
the powerplant’s entry-into-service,
Warren believes this is just the start
of the program. “We continue to
look for new opportunities to go
find other applications for the Passport, wherever those may be.” n

The Moroccan government gave its seal of approval
for the Middle East and North Africa Business Aviation
Association’s (MEBAA, Booth T33) 2019 show at Marrakech
Menara Airport. Set to take place on September 17 and
18, it is the only business aviation show in the country.
“We are thrilled to see the MEBAA Show Morocco return in
2019,” said Mohammed Sajid, Morocco’s minister of tourism,
air transport, crafts, and social economy. “Morocco is a high
traffic market for both business and leisure private aviation
travel, which forms an integral part of our growing aerospace
industry. The MEBAA Show Morocco plays an important
part in giving the industry access to these opportunities and
we look forward to welcoming the show again in 2019.”
The Moroccan government has spent years presenting
the country as a viable location for manufacturers. By
2020, Morocco aims to bring in 100 new investors,
create 23,000 new jobs, and generate $1.6 billion in new
revenue, all within the aerospace sector. Also by this
time, business aircraft movements within the Middle
East and North Africa are expected to reach 175,000.
Ali Alnaqbi, founding and executive chairman of MEBAA, is
upbeat about the show’s third edition in 2019. “The feedback
we received from both the government and our exhibitors on
previous editions of the show has been fantastic,” he said. “MEBAA
is looking forward to bringing the show back to 2019, as the
business aviation industry continues to grow in Morocco.”

Textron Aviation authorizes Biggin Hill line station

Textron Aviation (Booth V19) has opened a new line-maintenance
station at London Biggin Hill Airport (Booth U123), putting its services
closer to operators of Cessna Citations, Beechcraft King Airs, and
Hawkers based at, or visiting, the fast-growing business aviation
airport. A team of four mechanics has been delivering drop-in, AOG,
and minor scheduled maintenance support since earlier this month.
“In 2012, we committed to the European market to grow
our service and support in the region,” said Kriya Shortt,
Textron Aviation’s senior v-p, customer service. “Five years
later, we’ve delivered on that commitment. We have made
great strides to increase accessibility to factory-direct
service and support, as well as to parts inventory through
[our European] parts distribution center in Düsseldorf.”
Since 2012, the company has expanded its support
footprint in Europe to include six company-owned service
centers, eight line-maintenance stations, and a team of
more than 400 Textron Aviation staff, including engineers,
service technicians, and field service representatives.

MARK WAGNER

Aviaâ partners with UVair, Satcom Direct

Airbus brings Stylence to ACH130 helicopter

Airbus Corporate Helicopters (ACH, Booth Z55), the bespoke Airbus Helicopters brand that debuted at EBACE 2017, is
showcasing an ACH130 this week at EBACE 2018, where it is making its first public appearance. This ACH130 is outfitted
with the racing-inspired “Stylence by ACH” luxury configuration—the lightweight completion makes the aircraft suitable
for both high usage and comfort, according to the company.
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Group purchasing start-up firm Aviaâ (Static SD05) has new supplier
partnerships with UVair, the fuel division of Universal Weather and
Aviation, and connectivity solutions provider Satcom Direct (SD).
The alliance with UVair (Booth O90) introduces an
Aviaâ-branded fueling card with exclusive rates for
members. According to the company, UVair will provide
the Aviaâ membership pool with ongoing best possible
fuel pricing, potentially resulting in savings of “tens of
thousands of dollars per year.” Other benefits to members
will include all-inclusive pricing, VAT compliance and
exemption support, and online jet fuel management.
“Lost time, inaccurate taxes, and hidden fees are all elements
adding risk and stress to operators’ fuel purchases,” said
Dave Diulus, vice president of UVair, who added that the
partnership with Aviaâ will allow customers to have confidence
in their fuel purchases “regardless of aircraft size or fleet.”
Aviaâ also announced SD (Booth W115) as its preferred
satcom provider, a partnership that they expect will continue to
grow and provide membership savings across the SD product
and service portfolio, which includes not only connectivity but
software, hardware, and cybersecurity among its offerings.
“SD consistently invests in technology, understands the
market, and quickly responds to changing connectivity
needs,” said Miles Bailey, Aviaâ director of global supply
chain. “They are a very progressive, agile partner.”

With its new
standalone facility
now open at
Dubai’s Al Maktoum
International
Airport, DC Aviation
Al-Futtaim believes
it is well positioned
to take advantage
of a robust, albeit
flat, business
aviation market in
the region.

DC Aviation sees Dubai as ‘on the map’
by Peter Shaw-Smith
DC Aviation Al-Futtaim (DCAF), the
only standalone FBO and MRO operation located at Al Maktoum International
Airport (DWC) today, expects the bizav
market in the region to remain robust
but flat.
“The last 12 months have been very
stable. It is a very steady market, driven
by people being based in Dubai in possession of aircraft. I don’t see that
changing to a large number, not in the
moderate mid-term timeframe of three
to five years,” Holger Ostheimer, DCAF
managing director, told AIN in the
run-up to EBACE.
“If you look at the global economy, I
don’t think there will be any upturn before
that anyway. There can only be really very
localized, regionalized [progress]…If we
can see increases on a modest basis, of 5
percent per year market overall, then we
can consider ourselves very lucky.”
Ostheimer said Dubai has done a good
job of putting itself on the map in the past
decade. “Dubai will continue to attract
high-net-worth and ultra-high-net-worth
individuals who represent a certain level
of activity in terms of aircraft ownership
or private-jet flying. With that in mind, I
cannot see things declining. We expect
the market to remain stable.”
With the common-user VIP Terminal
now fully open at DWC and ExecuJet
operating the only other standalone FBO,
which will be replaced by the end of 2019
by a full standalone FBO-MRO, facilities
that offer the kind of discretion that the
Arab market prefers are likely to come
into their own.
“The new hangar is open and is ready
to further expand DCAF’s operation
at Al Maktoum International Airport
within Dubai South. It is going to be
providing more operational service to
increase our activities. The existing
facilities provided only so much space.
It is going to be the driving force to
allow growth in maintenance, especially
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the more complex maintenance activities in conjunction with Lufthansa
Technik,” he said.
“Depending on the extent of aircraft
maintenance events, the more complex they are, the more time an operator needs to prepare, and the more
advanced notice you have as a maintenance organization. There are only a
very small number of service centers in
the regional market, but surely a considerable number of ACJ- and BBJ-type
aircraft, and this is one of the markets
we are targeting.
“We are looking to fill two to three longterm maintenance slots on a permanent
basis. I consider this to be very realistic by

[this] time next year.” DCAF’s managed
fleet remains at six aircraft, including
two Globals, three Challengers, and one
Falcon 7X. “We continue to work on two
aircraft management opportunities. We
are quite positive that they will be joining our fleet of aircraft in the next two
to three months,” he said.
With Saudi Arabia opening up and
Qatar plowing a lone furrow in the wake
of the June 5, 2017 boycott by a Saudi-led
quartet of Arab nations, the notion that
other regional locations can attract attention is gaining ground.
“Everything probably depends on geographic and political developments, as
to whether or not certain airports and

locations will stand out. As being attractive enough to be considered as a new
location, Dubai offers a unique mix of [the
international] through its open-minded
leadership. The marketplace here has certainly got the highest level of expectations
in all areas,” he said.
Ostheimer said that another argument
for DWC was that it was much closer to
Abu Dhabi, meaning that it would attract
a certain clientele from the UAE capital to
Dubai. “But, as always, we concentrate on
what we are doing. We are a modest, boutique service provider offering a bespoke
service covering all aspects of operating
private and business jets.”
Ultimately, although business aviation
and cargo are the main focuses of development at DWC today, a backdrop of
successful scheduled aviation is probably
necessary for the new airport to achieve
its ultimate potential.
n

Leather Vendor Brings New Lines,
New Colors to EBACE
Luxury leather supplier Moore & Giles has
introduced three new exclusive leather
collections to its portfolio of interior and
seat coverings. The Madrid line is a wetgreen tanned leather produced in Spain,
in a palette of rich saturated colors. It features a natural aesthetic that shows off all
of the unique markings and characteristics of the hides, which are finished with
natural oils and water-soluble lacquer
bases to achieve a shiny polished surface
with color transparency.
Next is the Jakarta Metallic, a variation
on the company’s existing Jakarta collection, which features a garment tannage that
emphasizes the grain texture of the leather
and imparts a soft feel. Tipping further
highlights the peaks of the grain, causing a
two-toned color effect on its surface. Those
factors combine to make it a “unique concept in upholstery leather,” according to the
Virginia-based company. The new version
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offers a metallic finish, which further adds
luminous dimension and modern appeal.
Lastly, the Brentwood line is full-bodied
leather with a soft wax finish. Tanned in
Italy on lighter weight European hides, it
will develop a rich patina with time and age,
lending itself to upholstery applications.
In business for 85 years, the firm (Booth
J107), has also expanded some of its popular existing collections with new color offerings. In the Jakarta collection, that includes
Library Green, Sangria, Chocolate Gold,
Cream Gold, and Sand Gold, while Adriatic,
Larkspur, Nile, Orchid, and Tangier join the
Mont Blanc collection, which features rich
colors that rise to the surface through layers
of finishing waxes.
New to the Cottswald collection, a
nubuck leather from Italy with a velvety
feel, made from European hides, are the
tropical shades of Aster, Citrine, Espresso,
Habanero, Iris Blue, Jade, and Raisin. C.E.

Cottswald Habanero

Madrid Spice

Jakarta Metallic Cream Gold

Drivania provides security
for bizav pax on the ground
by Samantha Cartaino
Business aviation passengers often focus
Integrating these platforms can
on the trip in the air, but not the trip on streamline communication throughthe ground. Chauffeur companies such out the process of traveling. “I’ve got a
as Drivania (Booth W58) make sure that lot of faith in these platforms because
the comfort they experience in the air it’s the future,” Frank Davidson, Drivacontinues once they have landed. The nia senior v-p of global sales, told AIN.
Spanish company currently offers its “Emails and phone calls going back and
services to business aviation custom- forth cause disruption and a lot of headers in 190 countries with a majority of aches. The communication chain gets
its services in 250 cities. By instilling its
broken. I think all of these platforms
own security measures and partnering that are coming out makes it easier for
with flight-planning companies, Drivania
the client, the scheduler, the dispatcher,
makes sure passengers are safely trans- whoever’s booking the different serported to and from the tarmac.
vices. This makes it much easier and
Last year, Drivania partnered with much more transparent.”
RocketRoute, which offers flight planIt also increases safety for the passenning for nonscheduled business and gers. In November 2016, AIN reported
general aviation flights, and FL3XX, a
that two Qatari sisters who flew into Le
platform designed for charter and sched- Bourget Airport in Paris on a private jet
uled airlines. These partnerships, along were robbed in their limousine while
with a newer agreement with Leon Soft- en route to the center of Paris. The two
ware, allow these companies’ clients women and their driver were forced
to access Drivania’s business aviation to pull over on the A1 and then were
chauffeur services at the same time as
attacked with tear gas, allowing the robtheir flight-planning services.
bers to steal property worth an estimated

$5.3 million. At the time, a representative from the Jetex FBO at Le Bourget,
which handled the sisters’ aircraft, told
AIN that the company was not asked to
arrange ground transportation for them.
Besides vetting their chauffeurs, Drivania takes extra safety measures for its passengers. Chauffeurs receive a phone call
one hour before the service starts to go
over the details of the trip including who
they are picking up and the destination(s).
The app used by all Drivania chauffeurs
requires them to check in at least three
times—once they are on location, once
they pick up the passenger, and once they
complete the trip. They must also check in
with the FBO on site. All of this information can be forwarded to the clients who

HTF7000
TFE731
PW300
PT6

booked the trip, which may include the
operator, charter broker, flight department,
and sometimes even the pilot.
Through the online booking platform,
passengers have the option of giving an
alias or a specific password that the chauffeur must confirm with them for an added
layer of security. In 60 percent of Drivania’s locations, passengers can use a geolocation feature through the mobile app
to track their chauffeur to see when they
are approaching to pick them up. Generally, Drivania does not track the trip itself
but passengers can grant permission for
people other than the operator or aircraft
broker—family members or colleagues, for
example—to track their location through a
secure web link through the booking platform, which requires an authorized username and password to access.
Drivania pitches itself as a safer alternative to ridesharing apps like Uber or
Lyft and private hire companies like
Addison Lee, for business aviation passengers. “When it comes to our customer
base, our clients like working with us
because they know that beyond having
the online booking platform where you
can get a quote or a confirmation within
a few seconds for a ride anywhere around
the world, they know that there is a team
behind that is actually on top of the service,” Davidson told AIN.
n
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Brexit sets off alarm bells
for UK’s aviation sector
by Ian Sheppard
If aspects of the UK leaving the European
Union aren’t clarified soon—especially
given that the proposed transition period
to the end of 2020 is not finalized—there
could be significant consequences for
the aviation industry, warned aviation
legal experts gathered at Aeropodium’s
“Counting Down to Brexit” conference in
London on May 14.
Organized by The Air Law Firm and
Aeropodium and held at the Royal Aeronautical Society, the event brought together
leading aviation lawyers to discuss Brexit
and the risks the industry faces if politicians can’t bring certainty. The clock has
already ticked beyond the “year before”
the March 2019 date where airlines start
to take bookings for after the UK leaves;
their biggest concern is the lack of air service agreements to fill the void that would
be left when the UK ceases to be party to
EU agreements, such as that with the U.S.
Alarm bells are also going off that there
is still no certainty that the UK will remain
part of EASA. It can’t be a voting member,

as it won’t be an EU member state. The
favored model seems to be the same as
Switzerland has with EASA, but the lack
of progress is leaving companies nervous,
as they have to prepare their businesses
and as it stands will lose all of their EASA
approvals. In fact, the agency has already

Alarm bells are also
going off that there
is still no certainty
that the UK will
remain part of EASA.
sent out an “all stakeholders” letter to UK
companies saying approvals, including
those for Part 145/147 maintenance, will
have to be reapplied for post-Brexit.
Yet another contingent getting nervous is the aircraft leasing and finance
community, which has to consider how
to update contracts. According to Aoife
O’Sullivan, founder of The Air Law Firm,

the industry “never anticipated that anything like this could happen.”
In addition, O’Sullivan warned there
was a chilling effect building whereby UK
airlines were struggling to close leases and
finance deals. “It’s frankly not acceptable,”
she said, adding that, for corporate operators, “I can’t see any impact as they have
full choice of where to do deals.” However,
the UK and the Isle of Man will no longer
be places for importing aircraft and making them VAT-paid for circulation within
the EU. A further risk is that EU countries might start to recognize that other
aircraft have been imported properly.
TAG Aviation president Graham Williamson expressed concern about the
effect on corporate aviation. “I can’t run
a business without having a plan with less
than 12 months to go…TAG has set up a
hedge and applied for an AOC in Malta
[which is an EU member state].” But he
warned there could soon be a rush that
would swamp such jurisdictions. He said
the UK was “not too big to fail and it could
all go horribly wrong.” TAG has 27 commercial aircraft on the UK’s G-register.
Williamson pointed out that the CAA
has indicated clearly it could not take
back its responsibilities now transferred
to EASA, as it would take many years to
set up again; at the same time, EU chief
negotiator on Brexit Michel Barnier

stated that the UK could not remain part
of the EASA system. “That’s all I have to
go on,” concluded Williamson.
Michael McParland QC, a lawyer
with Quadrant Chambers in London,
said there are still too many “unknown
unknowns” relating to Brexit.
n

NEWS note
German aviation services provider AeroDienst (Booth X123) has been named by
Washington state-based Innov8 Cabin
Solutions as the European launch dealer for Innov8’s Cabinflex (CFLEX) line of
cabin control and entertainment solutions, including its Simplicity, Command,
and Cast systems. “Aero-Dienst was the
ideal partner for our expansion into Europe given its technical capabilities and
platform breadth,” said Jason Danforth,
Innov8’s business development leader.
According to Innov8, it provides upgrades
through adaptable products that address
obsolescence issues with existing cabin
entertainment and control systems while
enabling the latest consumer electronics
technologies with modern interface, control, and communications solutions. All of
its CFLEX products can be installed independently or as a full suite, depending on
customer timing, budget, and needs.  T
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EBAA to select
secretary general

Daher drives to digital for
flight ops endeavors
by Matt Thurber
also an aircraft manufacturer, according
to CEO Didier Kayat. With more than
10,000 employees and $1.2 billion annual
turnover, Daher’s revenue is split 50/50
between manufacturing and services. The
company’s backlog currently stands at
three years.
Last year, TBM deliveries were the second best in the history of the program,
Kayat said, and last year Daher signed
its first contract with Boeing, for manufacture of 787 thermoplastic composite
structural parts.
Long-term strategic plans for Daher
include expanding its operations in the
U.S. and further investments in digital
technology and innovation. The company’s new team in Silicon Valley is partnering with and investing in start-up
companies, he said, “to help us increase
our digitization. We will be a global player
because our market is global.”
n

EBAA chairman
Juergen Wiese
conducted
two days of
interviews to
fill the open
position.

MARK WAGNER

Two TBM turboprop singles are at the
Daher static display (SD19) this week at
EBACE 2018, illustrating the benefits of
operating the high-performance airplane
in commercial service following last year’s
approval of single-engine turboprop IFR
(SET-IFR) rules in Europe.
Charter operator Voldirect was the first
to gain SET-IFR approval and logged 407
flights in 2017, while expanding its TBM
850 fleet to three from one. “We expect
that to continue going up in 2018,” said
Nicolas Chabbert, senior v-p of the Daher
Airplane Business Unit.
Daher offers specific assistance for
charter operators to ensure they are able
to serve their customers and also with
establishing new charter services. “We
are committed to support our operators
to finalize their program,” he said.
The French company itself is unique
as a Tier 1 aerospace supplier that is

having experts on the EBAA staff was not
always necessary if the expertise could be
tapped from the high-level executives on
the board.
Meetings with officials in the European
Union have been stepped up, he said. A
new Safety Working Group was established last year and led to a safety conference being held in Cologne in February in
partnership with EASA. The agency, said
Wiese, “likes to see the issues we have in
business aviation.” He noted that a similar
conference would be held in November.
Currently, the big issue for EBAA is
flight-time limitations, said Wiese, and
the association has a “very active” working
group focused on this issue, following the
introduction of new European regulations.
“We’re completely different to the airlines,
although our pilots sometimes work in a
similar way to cargo airlines,” he said.
Another issue is the slot regulation,
which is still on hold, “But airport access
is not only an issue at large airports, it is
also a problem at other airports, and for
example there are sometimes restrictions

due to aircraft noise,” he said. “Yet airports
around the big hubs—sometimes referred
to as reliever airports—are very useful to
business aviation. Often the all-weather
capability is not there, either.”
Wiese pointed out that most business
aircraft are very well equipped. “We could
use curved approaches,” he noted, “but the
infrastructure just isn’t there.”
EBAA is very involved in the augmented-approach-to-land project—equivalent
to enhanced flight vision system allowance
in the U.S. “We could get down to even Cat
2 [minima] on approach and in the longer
term future even Cat 3a,” opening up more
airports in inclement weather. Wiese said
the current limitations “affect smaller
operators the most,” so EBAA is keen to
represent their interests to improve the
operating environment.
n

DAVID McINTOSH

continued from page 1

Pilatus increases PC-12 mx intervals

MARK WAGNER

DAVID McINTOSH

Opus, Boeing offer unique BBJ

Why fight for an upgrade on your return airline flight from Geneva when you can get home in
comfort and style on this BBJ1? On display by Monaco-based Opus Aeronautics and Boeing
Business Jets (BBJ, SD04), the aircraft is up for sale at a “make offer” price. It has a roomy
three-zone cabin finished in a palette of light, relaxing colors, and it’s one of the only BBJs
in the world that can accommodate all 15 passengers in a sleeping configuration. Its next
owner will never want—or even need—to fly the airlines ever again.

Pilatus has developed a new PC-12 masThe move follows a detailed analysis of
ter maintenance plan that will reduce
the in-service fleet to date, which has now
required maintenance labor by 20 to 40 clocked up a total of more than 6.8 million
percent, according to the Stans, Switzer- flying hours. Based on this, Pilatus decided
to extend the scheduled maintenance interland-based company. The range is from
users flying their aircraft 300 hours per val from 100/150 hours to 300. “We know
that low direct operating costs are one of
year up to those flying them more than
800 hours a year.
the more important reasons for purchasing
Under the new maintenance plan, oper- a PC-12,” said Ignaz Gretener, v-p of the
ators can see scheduled maintenance tasks company’s general aviation business unit.
that have maximum intervals and packPilatus is displaying a PC-12NG on its
age them. In addition, the new plan lists indoor display this week at EBACE 2018
“pre-packaged” tasks falling under six inter- (Booth L115). The eye-catching livery is by
vals: 300 flight hours (FH); 300FH/12 months; Swiss paper-cutting artist Esther Gerber.
600FH; 600FH/12 months; 1,200FH/12 “It reflects two essential values embodied
months; and 2,400FH/24 months—all on a
in the PC-12: Swiss craftsmanship and per“whichever comes first” basis.
fection,” the company said.
I.S.
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Nonsense Notams

INDEX

by Matt Thurber
EBACE visitors can stop by the
Flight Service Bureau booth
(Booth H24) and add their vote
to the “Notam wall of shame”
on display. Headlined “Choose
the Worst Notam,” the wall is
plastered with printouts of the
most incredible, unbelievable,
and outright ludicrous Notices
to Airmen (Notam) ever conceived. Booth visitors are
asked to pick which one they
think is worst.
On a more serious note,
Flight Service Bureau (FSB)
is working to fix the horribly
ineffective Notam system. Its
efforts stem from the Notam
issued before Malaysia Airlines
Flight 17 was shot down over
Ukraine and the sheer unreadability and indecipherability of
the Notam that warned pilots
not to fly over that region.
FSB calls this “the Killer
Notam” and writes in its free

Field Guide to Notams, “What
if the Notam had simply said
what was really going on? This
is what the CAA could have
written, but they choose not
to speak clearly: IN THE PAST
3 MONTHS, 14 AIRCRAFT
HAVE BEEN SHOT DOWN
IN THE EASTERN PART OF
UKRAINE, INCLUDING ONE
ON MONDAY, WHICH WAS
AT FL210.”
FSB is also polling pilots
for their views on Notams and
working with ICAO on a Notam
improvement project, as well as
an artificial intelligence-driven
Notam dissemination system
that uses crowd-sourcing to
highlight real problems.
The safety of the aviation system depends on clearly written
Notams, and FSB is trying help
improve the current outdated,
all-caps, written-in-code, unvetted, and unsafe system.
n

The Notam
wall of shame
is a place for
pilots to come
together and
share a laugh.
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Valcora validates growth one year on

Geneva-based aviation fuel supplier Valcora has seen
strong growth since its launch at last year’s EBACE. It has
more than doubled its staff, opened an office in Singapore,
and relocated its headquarters to accommodate future
expansion. To date, the company has averaged 7.5 million
liters of fuel delivery per month, and is a preferred supplier
to global charter provider Luxaviation, among others.
With an intuitive digital platform, 24/7 account managers
issuing real time fuel quotes, and a reliable fuel card for
purchasing, the company noted that it is receiving increasing
usage from North American customers and will, therefore,
be opening offices in the U.S. and Canada later this year.
Also at the show, Valcora (Booth H99) has launched
a dedicated biofuel program, called “Be Smart, Fly Bio.”
Starting next month, new and existing Valcora cardholders
can purchase jet biofuel through its online platform at
existing selected airports. The initiative aims to encourage
operators to use biofuel where available, in support of the
aviation industry’s move towards carbon-neutral growth.

NetJets Latitude fleet racks up hours

NetJets Europe’s Cessna Citation Latitude fleet has surpassed
5,000 flight hours, while a ninth Latitude has now joined its
European fleet. Cessna parent company Textron Aviation (Booth
V19) said the worldwide fleet of the type has now reached 124
aircraft, almost three years since it first entered service. Since
taking its first delivery in 2016, NetJets has amassed more
than 50,000 flight hours on its worldwide Latitude fleet.
Adam Johnson, chairman and CEO of NetJets (Booth
Z109), noted, “We are proud to have Latitudes in our global
fleet, as the aircraft’s short-field performance enables us to
access many small general aviation airports, resulting in time
savings that allows our owners to do more and miss less.”
Textron delivered 54 Latitudes in 2017, making it “the
most delivered midsize jet in the world for the second
consecutive year,” claimed the company, citing data from
the General Aviation Manufacturers Association. “With
certification in 43 countries, the global fleet has surpassed
80,000 flight hours,” according to Textron Aviation.

F/List opens veneers facility in Canada

Austria’s F/List (Booth T115) arrives at EBACE 2018 fresh from
the official opening this month of F.List Canada, its new
production facility in the Montreal aerospace cluster, offering
a range of the company’s high-end interior components and
services. The 5,500-sq-m (59,200-sq-ft) Quebec facility “is
the result of many years of successful business relationship
in North America,” the company said. Dignitaries from the
community, province, and government, as well as representatives
of authorities and institutions, attended the grand opening.
The facility will provide high-quality wood veneers for
business and executive jet interiors, finishing and assembly
of interior components, refurbishment of interiors, and
product and customer support for the North American
market. Henceforth, its veneers—specifically, special threelayer fireproof wood veneers—and business jet equipment
for the North American market will be produced here,
allowing more flexible and faster service, the company
said. Sean Johnson has been named CEO of the division.
Designated as F/LIST’s veneer competence center
for flame-retardant wood veneers, which are key
components of its interior finishing business, the facility
also houses a showroom and veneer selection area.

MARK WAGNER

G650ER polar flight ices records

Inside the touchscreen cockpit

Nextant Aerospace brought this Challenger 604XT to show the jet’s updated Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion flight
deck. The big displays are touchscreens—a first for a large-cabin jet. Certification is expected at the end of 2018.
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The Gulfstream G650ER has another city-pair speed
record, this time during a May 12 to 13 flight over the North
Pole from White Plains, New York, to Shanghai Hongqiao
Airport, at an average speed of Mach 0.86. The aircraft
covered the 6,870-nm route in 13 hours 40 minutes.
“It has been a busy year for the G650ER, with this impressive
polar feat pushing its record total well above 70,” said Mark
Burns, president of Gulfstream Aerospace (Booth T139, SD28).

Wednesday, October 17TH 6-8 P.M. Hilton Orlando
The Fund an Angel Cocktail Reception, formerly the NBAA/CAN Soiree, will be an invaluable networking
event at the NBAA Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition. The reception will feature cocktails,
passed hors d’oeuvres, and live and silent auctions. Proceeds will benefit Corporate Angel Network,
which organizes flights for cancer patients to treatment centers that help bring them closer to a cure.

Learn More: www.fundanangel.org

From Moscow to Los Angeles, Beijing to New York, the right business jet can make the difference between stunning achievement and missed opportunity. The highly flexible, ultra-long range Falcon 8X
is the ideal choice. With its ability to access airports others cannot, its superior efficiency, and unique blend of whisper-quiet comfort and high speed connectivity, the 8X is more than transportation.
It is your platform for success. Fly farther. Achieve more.

